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Foreword
Yukako Yagi, Ph.D.
Department of Pathology, Harvard Medical School
Pathology Service, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA, USA
Digital Pathology is a relatively new field in medicine and still developing stage
for clinical use. However, it is certain that pathology practice is going to be the
image based with a computer’s support like radiology.
After the Whole Slide Imaging Robot became available to produce virtual slides automatically,
rapidly and a high resolution in late 1990s, many issues and limitations we had with telepathology
and pathology imaging seemed to be solved.
But we had to face many other unexpected issues to use it in the clinical environment, for example
the scanning speed and viewing speed are still slower than microscope based and have consistent
image quality is not easy.
Last 10 years, people working on the Digital Pathology always think about the following items
and made significant progress like the publications in this journal.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Speed
Reliability and consistency
QC of image quality and color
Management
Additional functions which microscope can not do such as Image Analysis
Workflow
Standardization

The WSI could dramatically change the telepathology for developing countries and rural areas.
The combination of the WSI and Image Analysis can do diagnose and/or score from anywhere in
the world about the cases in any other region in the world. Countries or institutions where no or
few pathologists exist could have a big benefit through the technologies.
Recently, we have started WSI teleconference between developing countries. The cases we
received before the WSI had low quality and limited number of images. Now we are more
comfortable to give our opinions to them.
The data size of Digital Pathology is much larger than even radiology. It is challenging to manage
and use the data effectively and it requirs wide range of the technologies such as computer,
network, optics, data management, imaging, mechanics as well as pathology.
It is very important to work with an international organization such as WHO and/or ITU to make
sure if all necessary standard protocol and regulation are placed.
Therefore, the publications in this journal contribute the new horizon to e-Health.
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Preface
Mitra Djamal, Tati L.R. Mengko, Andriyan B. Suksmono; Guest Editors in Chief, JETA
This special issue contains a selection of interesting contribution from academia. In the
first article, Voice Spectrum Analysis and Fundamental Frequency Determination of normal,
electrolarynx and Esophageal voice of Laryngectomiced Patients, T.A. Sardjono, R. Hidayati, N.
Purnami, A. Noortjahja, G.J. Verkerke, and M.H. Purnomo describe the speech spectrum analysis
resulted from the normal voice and Indonesian laryngectomised patient with and without electro
larynx. The voice will be recorded and analyzed using a spectrum analysis application to know the
fundamental frequency. Laryngectomiced patient was operated to totally remove the larynx in
order to clear out laryngeal cancer. The patient no longer breathes through its mouth but through a
hole in his neck. This drastic change in the human body causes a loss of the ability of speech for
the patient. Patient will learn to speech using esophageal speech or using an electro-larynx. The
result shows that the fundamental frequency of ‘a’ and ‘b’ sound from laryngectomiced patient
using an electrolarynx are 94 Hz and 102 Hz, respectively. It is hope that this result can be used to
develop a new electronic voice producing element with an appropriate voice based on each human
voice characteristics.
The second article, Shape Transformation Using Grid Approach for Classification of Xray Image, Bertalya and Prihandoko propose a new method to classify X-ray images. Due to the
many variations of object shapes obtained from object segmentation, they simplify the shapes by
transforming detail shapes to global shapes. This transformation is implemented using a new
approach, i.e. a grid approach. Euclidean Distance, Kullback-Leibler Divergence and Jeffrey
Divergence techniques are used to obtain image similarity. Performance of this method is
evaluated by calculating the recognition rate. The method gives high recognition rate. The
recognition rate is 66% without shape transformation, but increases significantly to 83% with
shape transformation.
The third article, Fuzzy Logic Approach on Fatigue Classification due to Nine Hours
Learning Task Based on Eye Movement Parameter, Z. Arief, D. Purwanto, D. Pramadihanto, T.
Sato and K. Minato describe a simple method for classifying the condition of fatigue, which is
represented by morning and afternoon measurement of stimulated eye movement. Twenty-six
visually normal students eye movement were examined and extracted to obtain their features or
parameters, which are saccadic latency, velocity, saccadic duration, and deviation. Fuzzy based
classifier is implemented for fatigue discrimination. Fuzzy membership functions are generated
using the extracted eye movement parameters. The result reflected that the ocular muscles are
directly affected by the fatigue. However, only the velocity and duration parameters shows
significant difference (p<0.05) between fatigue and nonfatigue condition.
In the fourth article, Analysis the Dominant Location of Brain Activated in Frontal Lobe
during Activities Using K-means Method, Kemalasari and M. H. Purnomo analyse EEG signals to
determine the dominant locations of brain activated in the frontal lobe during activities using Kmeans methods. BIOPAC MP 30 is used to measure EEG signals during activities. The kind of
activities are listening to Al-Qur’an, reading Al-Qur’an, listening to music, relax, solving
mathematic question, and solving puzzle. K-means method is used to determine the dominant
location of brain activated in frontal lobe. The result of this research is the location of brain
activated during listening to Al-Qur’an, reading Al-Qur’an, listening to music and relax condition
seems to be in the right of frontal lobe. The error grouping level of the dominant location of brain
activated by K-Means method is 0 % during relax condition, 7.1 % during listening to Al-Qur’an
and solving puzzle conditions, 14 % during reading Al-Qur’an and solving mathematic question
conditions, and 21 % during listening to music condition.
In the fifth article, Brain-Inspired Knowledge-Growing System and Its Application in
Biomedical Engineering: Inferring Genes Behavior in Genetic Regulatory System, A.D.W.
vii

Sumari, A.S. Ahmad, A.I. Wuryandari and J. Sembiring use concept of Brain-inspired
Knowledge-Growing System (KGS) for inferring the behavior of genes interaction in a Genetic
Regulatory System (GRS) in order to estimate its behavior in the subsequent interaction times.
For this purpose they model the genes as multi-agent that performs collaborative computations in
Multiagent Collaborative Computation (MCC) paradigm. In order to show how KGS works in
MCC framework, they use yeast25 genes-interaction values as the case study. From the
knowledge obtained by KGS, they can make estimations regarding the expressiveness of
individual gene and all genes behavior during a certain cycle of genes interaction.
Finally, in the last article, Robotic and Telematic Assistant Technologies to Support Aging
People, Daniel Eck and Klaus Schilling introduce assistive technologies to support a selfdetermined living of elderly people. In this context robotic and sensoric approaches can balance
handicaps to improve safe mobility approaches. By telematic methods health data can be
transmitted to enable a continuous monitoring of endangered people in their home or while
travelling. Thus assistant technologies will support an independent living of elderly people in their
used environment without missing the quick support by medical services.
I sincerely hope this issue will enable us to continue meeting the expectations of our
readers and contributors.
Finally, once again, I thank all the contributors for publishing through this journal.
Mitra Djamal (Professor, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences)
Tati Latifah R. Mengko (Professor, School of Electrical Engineering and Informatics)
Andriyan Bayu Suksmono (Professor, School of Electrical Engineering and Informatics)
Institut Teknologi Bandung
Jl. Ganesha No.10, Bandung,
Indonesia
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Digital Pathology from the Past to the Future
Yukako Yagi, John R Gilbertson
Harvard Medical School

Introduction: The rise of the whole slide imaging robots

stage. Tissue finding and focusing was separate from
high resolution scanning. Tissue finding was done
through a separate relatively low resolution snapshot
camera. From the snapshot image, the system identified
a set of tissue points for autofocus and that data was
used to guide the objective lens during the high speed,
high resolution scan. The scanning phase for a 1.5 cm
tissue section took 15 to 8 minutes (depending on the
model) at 20x.

The ability to digitize histopathology slides
automatically, rapidly and a high resolution has been
advanced by numerous investigators around the world
over the past approximately fifteen years. The goal of
these introductory paragraphs is not to record the history
of this accomplishment in detail, but provide a series of
markers so that future development can be estimated.
While the first attempt at “whole slide imaging” is hard
to determine, the conversion at Nikon Labs in the early
1990s of 35 mm and 3x4 film digitizers into devices for
low resolution scanning of glass histology slides [1] [2]
is close to the beginning. Prior to this time, commonly
available computers simply did not have the capacity to
handle a “digital slide’” in a meaningful way.

From 2000 to today, a large number of small and large
companies have contributed to the development of
modern whole slide imaging technology. There is a
wide range of devices available for a wide range of
purposes; however, a high end, general use scanner
today will accept a batch of bar coded slides and image
them at 40x (spatial sampling of ~ 0.15 um/pixel) in
about one minute per slide including all slide handling,
focusing and scanning.

In 1997, Dr Joel Saltz and his group at Johns Hopkins
and the University of Maryland published work on
prototype “Virtual Microscope”. Though it did not
appear to image entire slide, it did digitize large areas of
slides at high resolution and had many of the attributes
of modern whole slide imaging devices. The group’s
1997 [3] and 1998 [4] papers discuss the limitations of
the device, the limitations of current technology in
supporting the robotics, data management, data storage
and data distribution inherent in high resolution, wide
field, slide imaging and discuss many of the issues that
are still central to whole slide imaging today.

Going forward, we expect that the field will continue to
evolve. In this paper, we will discuss the fundamental
“grand challenges” intrinsic to whole slide imaging
(things like file size, interactivity and image quality) and
well as operational challenges that are developing as the
use of digital slides used in clinical labs (things like
validation and quality control, data and communications
standards as well as the relationship between whole slide
imaging and the clinical histopathology laboratory). We
discuss the current accepted use of digital slides and,
finally, what needs to happen for large scale whole slide
imaging to become a compelling business case for the
typical pathology practice.

By 1999-2001 however, generally available computer
technology began to catch up the needs of whole slide
imaging and small companies such as Interscope
(Pennsylvania) and Aperio (California) began
developing and marketing devices that had all of the
features of modern whole slide imagers. The authors had
personal involvement with the early Interscope device
and therefore can discuss its parameters. The device was
based on a digital video camera and a high end, 1999,
personal computer (storage was limited and
supplemented by additional devices). The optics
provides a 20x magnification and the CCD’s 6.6 um
square pixels provide a spatial sampling period on the
tissue of 0.33 um/pixel. The camera was synchronized
with a strobe light (for illumination) and both were
synchronized with stage motion through a set of optical
rulers mounted on the fixed and moving parts of the

Grand technical challenges
Management of large image files, the need for highly
interactive display of these images, and fast, reliable
image capture remain grand technical challenges. These
will be solved, either through direct innovation or by the
continuous improvements in the general computation,
storage, robotics and network markets; however, for near
term they will continue to create significant technical,
infrastructure and financial headwinds to the large scale
implementation of digital pathology imaging systems.
File Size: A typical, stained microscope slide contains a
large amount of potential data. The normal surgical
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pathologist uses a microscope which a variety of
objectives, the most powerful of which is usually a high
corrected, 40x lens with an numerical aperture of
approximately 0.9. While the pathologist never scans the
entire slide at 40x, very few pathologist are willing to
give up their 40x lens because it is necessary, in a
variety of common diagnostic situations, to examine
small areas of the slide at that magnification.
In the whole slide imaging paradigm the pathologists
loses control of the sampling process (the machine, not
the pathologist, determines what part of the slide is
digitized and at what magnification), this means that the
entire slides (or at least, all of the tissue on the slide)
needs to be imaged at 40x. While some (including the
authors of this review) have argued (and demonstrated)
[5] that many cases can be successfully handled at
maximum magnification of 20x, we know of no
controlled studies in which pathologists have removed
the 40x lens from their microscopes and compared their
results (and their confidence) with a group who retained
the 40x lens. For this reason, and because 40x scanning
is becoming increasingly available in commercial
systems, the scanning slides at 40x is a reasonable place
to begin a discussion on file size and its implications.

Y. Yagi, et al.

middle layers are lower resolution images (created by
the system by sub-sampling the high resolution image)
and the apex is a whole slide thumbnail. Each layer is
divided into equally sized tiles and it is these tiles that
are sent to the client on demand. Very much like a
“Google Maps” application, the majority if the data in a
digital slide stays in the server and it is the pathologist’s
panning and zooming requests that determine which tiles
are sent across the network to the client (panning or
zooming cause the client to request the appropriate tiles
from the server which in turn sends the appropriate tiles
back to client). While this approach does allow the
pathologist access to the digital slide without waiting for
the entire data set to download (and careful network
design can improve performance [7], it also means that
panning and zooming is slower than it would be than if
the data set was local; and, significantly, it is much
slower than the response time when a pathologist moves
a physical slide on a microscope stage. This slower
interaction more than cancels any time saved by the
wider field of view (at low magnification) seen in most
digital slide systems and is the root cause of the
comment, seen in virtually all papers on the diagnostic
use of WSI [8], that it takes longer to review a case
through the computer than does when the physical slides
are available in a microscope.

Given a common CCD with six micron pixels and a 40x
optical magnification of the tissue, each pixel will
subtend a square of tissue 0.15 um along each side (this
is consistent with the specifications of most 40x scanners
today). This results in 4.4 billions pixels per square
centimeter. With 24 bit RGB color, this is approximately
13 GB per square centimeter. Taking the conservative
assumption that one square centimeter is the area of
tissue on a typical slide and that the “white areas” can be
either ignored or compressed to insignificance, this is
still a substantial amount of data. A large academic
medical center such as the Massachusetts General
Hospital generates ~ 2500 slides per day. At 13 GB per
slide this is 32,000 GB daily. A 30:1 JP2000
compression could potentially decrease this to 1 TB/day,
while the potential capture of more than one focal plan
or the use of multispectral technology will increase it.

Slide variances from the histology lab: In the early
development of whole slide imaging (and until fairly
recently), digitizing the slide was considered a very
different process from creating the slide. Most papers
evaluating digital slides for diagnosis used “standard”
slides made in a “standard” way. Only recently has the
been much discussion on how the way the slide is made
impacts the way it is digitized and the quality of that
digital image [9].
If tissue sections were perfect, if they were square, flat
and parallel to the slide (and if the slide was flat and
square), if the tissue sections were located at predictable
location on the slide, if the cover-slip was well placed, if
there were no tissue folds or bubbles and if there was
little or no variance between slides – digitizing slides
would be much, much easier. Unfortunately, a tissue
section is incredibly delicate and slide making in most
histopathology labs is a highly manual process done, by
skilled people, under a significant level of time pressure.
Furthermore, the eyes of the pathologist can see through
or around most of the variances that this manual, high
pressure system necessarily creates. It is not as easy for
the whole slide imaging robot. WSI designers have had
to incorporate complex focusing, tissue finding and slide
handling mechanisms to get around slide, tissue and
stain variances. These mechanisms increase capture time
(as well as device cost), yet do not completely solve the
problem. In our experience, and that of the literature [10],
a large (but decreasing) percentage of images
(approximately 3-5%) need to be re-scanned because
large areas are out of focus, some parts of the issue were
not ‘found’ (not imaged) or because the slide gets

The major implication of file size to the challenge of
large scale digital imaging in pathology is what it does to
infrastructure, interactively and cost; as will be discussed
below.
Interactivity: Traditional medical imaging systems and
Picture Archive and Communications Systems (PACS)
operate on the principle of exchanging full image files
between devices [6]. If a workstation requests a CT
study, the entire study is sent to the workstation which
then manages it and displays it locally. The size of high
resolution whole slide images makes this model
impracticably in digital pathology. Since their earliest
development in the late 1990s, whole slide imaging
systems have used a client-server system in which image
files are structured as multi-layered “pyramids” where
the base of the pyramid is the high resolution image, the
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‘stuck’ or gets involved with another type of slide
handling mis-adventure. Furthermore, if one looks hard
enough, one can fine small areas of less than optimal
focus in virtually every digital slide [5]. While small
areas are easy for pathologist to read around, when small
areas of poor focus overlap small, areas critical for
diagnosis, problems can occur [5].

Y. Yagi, et al.

field.
Tissue finding is a very important step in the imaging
process. Because the tissue area (the area of the slide
which contains tissue) is usually much smaller than the
total glass or cover-slip area, many whole slide imaging
systems attempt to improve scanning times by identify
the tissue on the slide in a rapid, low resolution snapshot.
The tissue areas identified are then scanned at high
resolution. While simple in theory, this is sometimes
difficult in practice. Tissue fragments can be small,
under or over stained and can look remarkably like dirt,
grease or cover-slip edges at low resolution. Most
importantly, failure to identify (and by extension, failure
to image) an area of tissue can be catastrophic if the area
has unique, critical diagnostic information. Failure to
present all the tissue to the pathologist will result in a
lack of confidence in the system and would be a major
barrier to large scale, clinical implementation. Failure in
tissue finding is most significant not in teaching or in
second opinion scenarios, but in potential “primary
diagnoses” from digital slides in which no pathologist
would see the glass slides directly. While systems have
gotten much better at tissue finding in recent years, in
our current experience, this still remains an important
issue in many situations.

There is another issue in the histology lab that impacts
the large scale use of whole slide imaging: the use of
large batch processing [11]. In many laboratories
(though the practice is decreasing), the case received the
day before are processed overnight. Slide are made and
stained in the early the next morning so that slides are
available to the pathologist by mid morning. This
practice puts pressure on the laboratory to get slides out
quickly and creates relatively large batches of slides in
the mid morning and, by extension, makes it much more
difficult for laboratories to implement whole slide
imaging. No matter how fast a device is, it will take a
significant period of time to digitize a large batch of
slides; and if that time is during the most critical part of
the day (mid-morning when the pathologists are waiting
for their slides), it will be very difficult to convince a
practice to incorporate large scale pre-diagnostic
digitization.
Fortunately, there are two trends in the histology lab that
should, over time, mitigate this problem. The first is the
use of automated histology robotics. The machines are
available to automate virtually every step of the slide
making process including processing, embedding,
staining and cover-slipping. Even automated tissue
sectioning is becoming available. These devices should
help decrease slide variances and should therefore
improve digital image quality. These devices also can be
run in mini-batch or continuous flow modes. In these
modes, specimens are placed in the process almost as
soon as they are received and grossed and the tissue
moves through the laboratory in a continuous, assembly
line like way. Not only does continuous flow provide a
higher throughput (which usually means getting the
slides to the pathologist faster), it also means that the lab
is producing slides at rate on the order of one slide per
minute on continuous basis. It would not be
unreasonable to consider placing a fast (less than a
minute) slide scanner at the end of the process. This
would allow virtually all slides to be imaged, prediagnostically, with virtually no impact on the
laboratories throughput or the pathologist’s schedule.

Focus remains the most important issue in whole slide
imaging. While with careful quality assurance, careful,
competent technicians and careful pathologist major
diagnostic error due to focusing error can be minimized,
it remains an area of concern as careful examination of
digital slides routinely show small areas of less than
optimal focus, and though pathologist can usually read
around these artifacts, it is not reasonable to expect the
pathology community to accept a technology that
provides more artifacts (in the form of areas of poor
focus) than the current gold standard (the direct
examination of the physical slide on the microscope).
Like tissue finding, focus is something that is taken out
of the pathologist’s hands in an automated whole slide
imaging environment and the systems must be able to
provide a very capable substitute. Increasingly devices
are incorporating more focusing points and even real
time focus; this, and lower variance in slides from the
histology laboratory, should result in increasingly better
focus in the years ahead.
Related to focus is the issue of depth of field or multiple
focal planes. High numerical aperture lenses (such 0.9
NA 40x objectives) have depth of fields that are
significantly smaller (thinner) that the tissue sections
being examined. This means that even of a tissue section
is in focus, parts of the tissue section (above and below
the level in focus) will not be in focus. The importance
of this depends on the diagnostic question in play, but,
because do not control focus in current imaging systems,
at high numerical apertures, pathologist using a WSI
system has potentially access to less of the tissue section
than a pathologist using a microscope. While we can

Image Quality: Image quality is obvious goal, but one
that has been remarkably difficult to define. Image
quality can involve, most basically, image capture; but it
also can modified during post capture processing (i.e.
compression) as well as at display. Even the ambient
light in the pathology’s office can affect the perception
of the image [12]. For the purpose of putting scope
around this discussion, we will focus on image capture
and specifically on tissue finding, focus and depth of
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image that future device will have different optics, or
scan multiple focal planes, and thereby mitigate this
issue. This may likely happen at the cost of larger image
files and more complicated interactivity.
The
grand
technical
infrastructure and cost:

challenges,

Y. Yagi, et al.

histology process is well beyond the scope of the article
[13], but there is little doubt that variations in histology
practices (and slide to slide variances within the same
process) have significant impact on image quality. For
example, variation in staining intensity can result in
tissue finding errors, a focus point on a fold or bubble
can result in local lack of focus, thickness of tissue
section can affect image quality and poor cover-slipping
can result in serious slide handling errors [8].
Unfortunately, histology laboratories do not have
extensive, quantitative parameters for quality assurance.
In most places, the pathologist is the ultimate
“customer” and his or her holds sway.

technology,

The challenges above show both promise and concern
for the large scale use of digital slides. With the
exception of tissue finding and focus, which are intrinsic
to the whole slide imaging device and will almost
certainly be solved by advance of technology, the
challenges involve issues of infrastructure and cost.
While it is true that the cost (and the availability) of
computational power, network connectivity and storage
space will continue to improve which general
improvements in technology, and that there will be a
time at which, even if pathology does nothing, the cheap
storage, fast networks and advance robots needed to
meet the challenge of large scale, pre-diagnostic whole
slide imaging will be available as part of the general
hospital infrastructure. On the other hand, getting ahead
of the technology curve – building storage and network
infrastructure that is ahead of what is generally available
- is expensive and will have to compete for funding with
other initiatives in pathology and across the hospital. It is
very important therefore to the near term implementation
of WSI, that digital pathology be developed in a way
that decreases costs and improves capability / service for
pathology practices, and does so in a more convincing
way than other potential capital investments (vide infra:
the core of a business case).

It is interesting that whole slide imaging itself may hold
the key to a virtuous quality feedback loop: the digital
data in whole slide images, combined with image
analysis programs, may generate quantitative histology
quality assurance information which could improve slide
quality and, by extension, whole slide imaging quality.
An example how this might work is shown in Bautista et
al in their work on quantitative analysis of tissue folds
[14].
Technical validation and of color fidelity: Fidelity of
color is important in digital imaging systems. While it is
no doubt true that pathologists easily read through
variations in stain saturation on slide under the
microscope, and that there are numerous outstanding
pathologist who happen to be color blind; it is also true
that digital systems can allow large, unexpected changes
in the color displayed, and changes in color can effect
contrast and resolution (two adjacent green pixels cannot
be resolved). While there are international standards in
the digital communication of color [15], not all
pathology systems support these standards, more
importantly, color information will be ‘handed off’
between systems numerous times in pathology practice
(the scanner, the compression board, the server, the
workstation, the view software, the monitor, etc). The
pathologist needs a way to insure that the color
displayed on the screen is the true color observed on the
specimen [16].

System Testing, Quality Control and Validation
In addition to the technical challenges discussed above,
pathology faces a number of operational challenges in
the large scale use of digital slides. These can be
discussed in three main areas: system validation and
testing, data and communications standards and LIS
involvement
Validation, for this discussion, can be divided into
separate though related parts, the validation that the
clinical laboratory needs to do, on a regular basis, to
make sure that imaging systems are working
appropriately (technical validation) and validation that
companies, governmental agencies and pathology
organization might do to compare the diagnostic
capabilities of digital slide systems with traditional
microscopes.

A simple solution to this problem is the Yagi adaptation
of the MacBeth color chart for microscopic imaging [17].
The original MacBeth Color Checker is an array of 24
squares, each a different color, that is used for precise
color balance in general digital photography. The Yagi
adaption uses an array of nine color filters on a
microscope slide which can be scanned by a whole slide
imaging device. This image displayed on a remote
monitor (on a pathologist’s desktop) can be compared
with a local copy to assure that the color balance is
correct.

Technical validation and testing in histology: The
creation and use of a digital slide is surprising complex.
Unlike radiology, in histopathology, the image is not
created when photons hit a CCD. In pathology the
creation of an image is physio-chemical process in tissue
that involves fixation, processing, embedding, cutting,
staining and even cover slipping. The details of the

Technical validation and testing of focus and resolution:
The technical validation of focus and resolution is
challenging in the whole slide imaging environment.
Because whole slide imaging robots are responsible for
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creating a focused image (in other words, a pathologists
presented with a whole slide image has no control over
how it was focused), validation of the system’s ability to
this is extremely important. There are “calibration
slides” which include calibration and resolution markers
on them, but limited value because the optical and digital
resolutions are seldom in doubt. What one needs is a
measure of the system’s ability to consistently focus a
tissue which is floating, twisted, folded and puckered in
three dimensional space.
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on that panel). The panel has had a single introductory
meeting and has not made a formal statement on the
topic.
Here, we will only re-iterate what we have stated
previously in the literature and in published guidelines
such as the 1999 American Telemedicine Association
Guideline for Telepathology [18]. The pathologist has a
wide range of diagnostic tools at his disposal and it is the
responsibility of the pathology to chose the right tool(s)
for a given case and make sure that the data image
quality coming from those tools is of appropriate quality
for diagnosis (vide supra, technical validation). It has
never been a question of which tool was better, but
rather which tools are safe and useful. Furthermore, all
tools are used in a diagnostic system and it the output of
the system that really matters to the clinicians and
patients. If digital systems are used in a way that
changes the diagnostic workflow (for example, by
allowing more consultation, more access to clinical data,
more use of quantitative measures, etc) this should be
considered in any evaluation.

In our laboratory, we measure and validate the focus by
providing a “standard” slide of a mice embryo sectioned
and stained in an automated histology system. A high
quality scan is stored in the system and compared with
validation runs (of the same slide) on a regular basis.
The quality of the overall images is compared as well as
specific fields in several of the organs.
Technical validation and testing of tissue finding:
Failure to identify and scan all of the tissue on a slide
one of the most serious failures for a whole slide
imaging system. The main reason for such a failure is
light staining of the tissue section (this is seen most
often in IHC slides with light counter-stains). We have
keep a set of slides that caused systems to fail tissue
finding in the past, These are run on regular basis to
make sure that the changes make to the system settings
(to correct the tissue finding failure) are still working.
The second approach is technical difficult and we have
not yet developed it fully into a completely working
system. The heart of the system is a slide with a set of
small tissue sections each with various degrees of
staining (from very dark to very light). To pass this test,
a system must be able to find all tissue sections with a
certain level of staining,

Need for large scale, long term data collection: Several
published studies in whole slide imaging and robotic
microscopy indicate the likelihood that different
specimen types and diseases are more or less amenable
to digital slide analysis. For example Dr Wilbur and his
colleagues [19] have mentioned inflammatory diseases
as potentially more difficult to diagnosis on a digital
slide; a comment backed up by previous work by Dr
Dunn in his comments on the difficulties presented by
inflammatory gastric cancer [20]. Long term database of
difficult cases would certainly be useful to pathologists
as they determine which tools are most useful for which
cases.

Comparison testing of whole slide imaging systems
against the optical microscope: In the past year or two,
there has been increased interest in validation of digital
imaging systems against the optical microscope in the
specific use case of primary pathology diagnosis. As will
be discussed below in the section on “Acceptance of
Digital Slides”, the pathology profession is becoming
increasing comfortable with the use of digital slides in
teaching, quality assurance, second opinion consultation
and remote frozen section, and published data in the
literature indicates that the technology is safe and very
useful especially in applications that involve long
distances and some amount of time pressure.

Data and Communication Standards:
Created by the America College of Radiology and the
National Electronics Manufacturers Association in the
1980s, DICOM (Digital Image COmmunication In
Medicine) is the primary standards organization for the
sharing of clinical images and related data for virtually
all medical specialties, and forms the basis for intervendor connectivity in Picture Archiving and
Communication System (PACS). DICOM works
through public working groups, and in 2005, it created a
new working group, working group 26, to incorporate
pathology imaging into the existing standard and to
propose extensions to the standard (known a
supplements) as needed.

The primary diagnosis paradigm is somewhat different
from the other uses of whole slide imaging in that a case
could potentially be signed out without ever being seen
under the traditional optical microscope. There is
concern in some quarters that the digital systems should
be proven to be as good as the microscope before it is
approved for use in primary diagnosis. Last year, the
United States Food and Drug Administration opened a
panel to examine this issue (on of the authors, JG, was

So far, Working Group 26 proposed to supplements. The
first, Supplement 122, involved data about the specimen
that is the subject of an image. Supplement 122 has been
balloted, approved and is now part of the DICOM
standard. It involves information about the specimen
(that is the subject of an image) that is needed to
interpret that image [21]. An example of this information
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would be how the specimen (the tissue section) was
stained. Supplement 122 (as well as the entire DICOM
standard, working group minutes, schedules and how to
join the working group) is available on the internet at
http://medical.nema.org.
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and pathology whole slide imaging is the standard
practice across the country. There are a number of
reasons for this, including ease of use by students, 24x7
and out of class room access, the ability to incorporate
annotation and testing, the ability of the class to share a
single digital slide (as opposed to the need to support
multiple physical slide boxes) and the cost of
microscope maintenance and storage. Digital slide
based coursed are simply better accepted, cost less to
produce and seem to have better educational results.
Significantly, over the past couple of years, we are
seeing more and more pathology residency candidates
asking specifically if our residency program supports
digital slides.

The second supplement (Supplement 145) is currently
being balloted. Supplement 145 proposes how whole
slide image files can be shared in DICOM, and deals
with a number of difficult issues including the large file
size, its pyramid structure and the way it is exchanged as
a set of semi-independent “tiles” (vide supra). Should
145 be approved and become part of DICOM, scanner
makers, PACS vendors, workstations will be able to
build to a shared standard, and pathology departments
that purchase DICOM compliant systems) will have a
standard way of sharing whole slide images.

At residency, programs increasingly are supporting
digital training sets (managed by the department or,
more often, but the residents themselves). Slides for
teaching conferences are often digitized and US national
pathology boards have recently become fully digital.
There has been a slow implementation of digital slides in
clinical conferences (tumor boards) and on specialty web
sites.

The incorporation of the LIS, the Histology Department
and Imaging
Until very recently, in the great majority of situations,
imaging has been looked at separately from the histology
lab and the Laboratory Information System (LIS). This
is sub-optimal. As discussed above, in pathology,
images begin in histology and problems seen by whole
slide imaging systems (such as tissue finding, focus, etc)
often find their root cause in histology activities.
Increasingly, pathologists are looking at whole slide
imagers as another automated device in an increasingly
automated histology process.

Finally, there is an increasing interest in the use of whole
slide images and structured data entry in simulation
based teaching (and testing) [24]. The basic idea is to
take an area of pathology, such as frozen section
diagnosis or prostate cancer, set up a collection of digital
slides and gold standard, structured reports and let
residents “signout” these cases in an digital environment
that simulates real world practice. Just like in the airline
industry, residents (or pilots) are tested in simulation
before they get to the real world.

In the same way, ordering an image should become more
incorporated in the pathology workflow (as supported by
the LIS). Currently, LIS systems support histology
protocols on the basis of specimen type (for example, at
the accession of a colon biopsy from screening
colonoscopy, the LIS might create default orders for one
block and three stepped slides, each stained with H&E).
We can expect, in the future, that the LIS might also
order imaging and perhaps several image analyses on the
slides. In a somewhat simpler example, a pathologist
ordering a quantitative image analysis on a special stain
need at the same time to order the slide and the stain.
Imaging and histology are joined at the hip and need to
be though of as a single system.

Workflow and documentation: Another area of
development in whole slide imaging is the use of the
technology to document rare slides or slides that cannot
be retained by the practice. The most common situation
is a consultation practice that must return slides to the
referring practice but still wants to document the
morphology that was the basis of the consultation report.
In many cases, the consulting practice is a academic
medical center or cancer center and the patient is often
sent to that center after the consultation (meanwhile, the
slides have been sent back to the referring hospital).
This application is well suited for the current generation
of scanners because it involves a limited, well defined
set of slides and the imaging is done after the diagnosis
is rendered, making capture speed and throughput less of
issue.

Current Acceptance of Digital Slides
While full clinical use (pre-diagnostic imaging of all
slides) is the long term goal of research laboratories and
the industry in general, whole slide imaging has already
been accepted at various levels of pathology practice.
This step wise acceptance is based on the scale (number
of slides involved), the time criticality and the image
quality requirements of the levels involved.

Tele-pathology: The purpose of this discussion, we will
define tele-pathology as the spatial separation of the
slides from the location where the slides are interpreted.
A variety of practices fit this general definition.

Education and training: Following the initial (and
continuing) work of Dr Dee (University of Iowa) [22]
[23] and others, in medical school training in histology

Several practices and at least one reference laboratory
use telepathology to share immunohistochemistry slides
from the laboratory to the pathologist in the fastest way
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possible. The reference laboratory, US Labs
(http://www.uslabs.net/) has a “virtual laboratory”
component which provides technical services (as
opposed to formal diagnostic reports) to, largely,
community pathologists. The pathologists send tissue
blocks or unstained slides to the lab and the lab does the
staining and send the stained slide back to the
pathologist both physically (through a courier service)
and as a digital slide (through the internet from their
server). The digital slide is often acceptable to the
pathologist and allows for a faster turnaround time.
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largely education and research application to mainstream
clinical application involving large numbers of clinical
slides. From the existing literature and the record of
development to date, there is a compelling, if not
completely proven, argument that current whole slide
technology is capable of reliable, diagnostic quality
images and that quality will improve further with better
focus technology and the speed needed to routinely
image multiple focal planes.
That said, it is also clear that large scale implementation
of whole slide imaging and digital slide technology will
be expensive, especially in the near term, when it comes
to the changes infrastructure that will be needed by most
practices, and it must be remembered that digital
pathology will have to compete with other compelling
laboratory initiatives for the limited capital funds of
pathology practices.

Remote frozen section support is another current use of
whole slide imaging. Several large, published series [25]
[26] have shown that at least in neuropathology, whole
slide imaging, when well validated and controlled, can
be used successful to support frozen sections with very
acceptable diagnostic accuracy and turn around times.
Furthermore, it allows more pathologists to participate in
difficult cases.

Digital slides should be able to create enough efficiency
or capability for a practice so that is can generate a
return large enough to successfully compete for funding.
It will do this based on the fundamental advantages of
digitization in the modern world: the ability to apply
computational power and network connectivity. For
anatomic pathology, this means diagnostic image
analysis and tele-pathology (the ability to separate the
location of the slide from the location of the
interpretation).

Another interesting and useful application of whole slide
imaging is the support of a remote rapid breast diagnosis
center in Arizona [27].
Primary diagnosis on digital slides: A key component of
whole slide image based telepathology (as discussed
above) is that, somewhere in the process, a pathologist’s
sees the physical slide under the microscope. In IHC
distribution, the physical slide is also sent and the
primary pathologist sees the H&E on glass. In second
opinion consultation, the primary pathologist is directly
examining the physical slide; even in the frozen section
use case the diagnosis will be followed up by glass on
microscope interpretation and difficult frozen sections
can be deferred to permanents. The Dr Dunn’s VA
model is a robotic microscope model (not a whole slide
imaging model) in which the pathology has robotic
control of focus and can examine the entire slide;
however indicates that primary diagnoses can be
successfully made, remotely and on a computer screen,
over long periods of time [28].

For image analysis to become a driving force for the
wide spread use of digital slides it must provide highly
useful capabilities that could not be obtained any other
way. While there is almost no doubt that a combination
of special stains, illumination (for example, multispectral imaging), and computational analysis will allow
us to do very powerful things that we cannot possibly do
now, including perhaps creation of intelligent
pathologist assistance systems and new grading systems
that better inform prognosis and better guide therapy,
these things will require development of computational
techniques, new markers (potentially) and the discovery
of relationships between computational results,
prognosis and outcomes – and this will take time.

The authors know of no published situation in which
primary clinical diagnosis was done exclusively by
digital slides. There is a number of digital slide – glass
slide equivalence studies in the literature, but are
relatively small studies. In the fall of 2009, the US Food
and Drug Administration set up a panel to examine the
use of automated whole slide imaging in primary clinical
diagnosis but the panel has had a single information
gathering meeting and has made no announcements.

Until that time, we expect that most instructions will do
what our institution is doing, continue to develop and
implement teaching applications, including simulation;
establish an imaging research lab, set up a core
pathology research facility to begin develop diagnostic
applications of image analysis and multispectral imaging
initially in research be ultimately in clinical practice;
apply digital slides when useful in tele-pathology and
quality assurance applications; upgrade the automation
in our histology lab an establish the ability to run
operations with continuous specimen flow; and, piece by
piece, specimen type by specimen incorporate whole
slide imaging and image analysis into our primary
diagnosis clinical operations – all at the same time
watching as the infrastructure costs (storage and

The Core of a Business Case
The Core of a Clinical Business Case
In this paper we have reviewed the rapid advance of
whole slide imaging and digital slide technology as well
as the major challenges that it faces as moves from a
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network) become increasingly affordable.
People began thinking seriously about whole slide
imaging and digital slides about fifteen years ago. We
expect widespread, routine clinical use of digital
pathology fifteen years from now. It will be an
interesting time.
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Abstract— From a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained
tissue slide some of the eosin stained structures acquired
inconspicuous staining patterns and to clearly differentiate
them it requires the application of special stains. For
example smooth muscle and collagen fibers, which could
hardly be differentiated from an H&E stained slide, can be
differentiated with the use of Masson’s trichrome stain
which distinctly gives the collagen fiber a different color
from the smooth muscle. In this paper we utilized a 16-band
multispectral imaging system to capture sample images of
H&E stained tissue slides and applied a multispectral
enhancement scheme to the images to delineate collagen
fiber and smooth muscle. Results of our experiment showed
that with multispectral imaging, especially with the
application of multispectral enhancement, smooth muscle
and collagen fiber can be differentiated. A comparison
between the conventional RGB imaging and multispectral
imaging to delineate tissue structures with subtle
colorimetric difference was also performed. The results of
the comparison showed the superior capability of using
multispectral information to differentiate tissue structures
which appear inconspicuous to the human.

special stain such as Masson’s trichrome (MT) is utilized
to emphasize its presence and further assess the extent of
its abnormality.
Collagen and smooth muscle are both stained with eosin
dye and acquired similar staining pattern. Their
difference could hardly be observed from an H&E
stained slide since aside from sharing similar staining
pattern they also share similarity in their morphology and
structural pattern. Discrimination between collagen fiber
and smooth muscle proves to be especially difficult.
Hence the sensitivity of an imaging system is an
important factor to derive salient information for the
classification of these structures.
The potential of digital processing techniques to improve
the quality of pathological images is already widely
accepted where the intelligent used of digital algorithms
for pathological image analysis to enhance the
reproducibility of a diagnosis has been a subject of
various researches [6-10]. Aside from the development
of new algorithms some researchers focus on the
application of multispectral imaging, which was
originally designed to address space-based imaging
problems, to improve the accuracy of image analyses
results [1-5,11-13]. The main difference between the
conventional RGB imaging system, which is commonly
utilized to capture color images, lies in the bandwidth
and the number of the color filters that are being used multispectral imaging system employs N>3 narrowband
filters in contrast to the conventional RGB imaging
which utilizes three (3) broadband filters.
Due the sensitivity of the spectral filters in multispectral
imaging systems salient image features, which are
otherwise masked in an RGB image, can be captured. In
this paper we will explore the capability of multispectral
imaging system to differentiate H&E stained tissue
structures which do not only share similar spectral
characteristics but also structural. Visualization and
differentiation of these structures will be done by
enhancing the H&E stained multispectral images using
the respective spectral transmittance of pre-identified
tissue components, i.e. nucleus, cytoplasm, red blood
cells (rbc), etc.. A comparison between multispectral
imaging system and the conventional RGB imaging

Index Terms—Multispectral, enhancement, pathology

I. INTRODUCTION
Chemical staining is undertaken to improve the contrast
of the original tissue. Tissue components can be
generally categorized as acidophilic or basophilic and
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) dyes are popularly used
to visualize tissue components according to this
category; hematoxylin stains the acidic components of
nuclei and cytoplasm while eosin stains the basic
proteins in the cytoplasm and connective tissue (collagen,
red blood cells, ect.). Nuclei are referred to as basophilic
because its molecules bind to the basic hematoxylin dye
pigment and the cytoplasm and connective tissues are
also called acidophilic because they bind to the acidic
eosin dye. The tissue areas that are stained with
hematoxylin are impressed with a blue to black color
while those that are stained with eosin appears red to
pink. Although from an H&E stained tissue slide
abnormalities that can be correlated to certain disease
can be observed, pathologists still resort to special stains
to qualify and quantify the specifics of the disease. For
diseases related to the abnormality of the collagen fiber
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system with respect to delineating tissue structures with
inconspicuous spectral color difference will be
undertaken as well.
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serial section of a heart tissue so that there is correlation
in the tissue make-up between H&E and MT-stained
images. Although we used images of heart tissue, the
enhancement method that is described in the succeeding
section can also be applied to tissues of different types.
The initial choice of a heart tissue was motivated by the
clear illustration of smooth muscle and collagen muscle.
C. Spectral transmittance calculation
The captured multispectral image is composed of 16
2kx2k grey level images that represent the light
sensitivity of the filter at different wavelengths. To
calculate for the spectral transmittance of each image
pixel, two types of images are captured, namely the
tissue image and the glass image. Denoting the intensity
value of the pixel at location x,y for the specimen and
glass images as i and i 0 respectively, the spectral
transmittance of such pixel can be calculated as follows:
t  i / i0
(1)

Fig. 1. The spectral sensitivity of the 16-band filter

where t , i , i 0 are column vectors of dimension 16x1.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Multispectral image acquisition system
Tokyo Institute of Technology in collaboration with the
Natural Vision project of Japan, developed a
multispectral microscopic imaging system[14]. The
imaging system utilizes 16 interference filters which are
mounted on a rotating tablet; the spectral sensitivities of
these filters are shown in fig.1. The system houses a
CCD camera which enables the user to capture a 2Kx2k
pixels image of 16-bit per pixel at different objective
magnifications, e.g. 10x, 20x, 40x. The microscope is
connected to a PC which is equipped with software that
allows control of the microscope. With this software user
can interactively select areas of interest and view their
respective spectral transmittance as well. The set-up of
this multispectral microscopic imaging system is shown
in fig. 2.

Fig.3 The average spectral transmittance of the different tissue
components that were identified from the training image.

D. Spectral transmittance data set
The tissue components that have different dye affinities
such us the cytoplasm and nucleus are expected to
demonstrate
distinct
spectral
transmittance
characteristics. From one of the images that were
captured we identified 6 tissue components, i.e nucleus,
cytoplasm, red blood cell (rbc), white, collagen fiber and
structures in white areas. Of these six tissue components
only nucleus shows strong affinity to hematoxylin dye
and the rest, except the white area, show affinity to eosin
dye. We picked 200 representative samples for each
tissue component. Figure 3 illustrates the average
spectral transmittance of these tissue components.
Although from these spectra we can observe distinctions
between the eosin stained tissue components spectra,
there are areas in the H&E stained image that are closely
similar to collagen fiber but are not necessarily collagen
fiber when we probe their staining patterns in the
equivalent MT stained image. We will show in the
following sections that these areas can be delineated
once multispectral enhancement is performed.

Fig. 2 The 16-band microscopic multispectral system. (a) the 16-band
rotating filter tablet; (b) the set of the multispectral camera wherein the
microscope is connected

B. Tissue images
From the H&E and Masson’s trichrome (MT) stained
images of a heart tissue we captured three pairs of
multispectral images. These images contain collagen
fiber, and other tissue structures whose difference from
collagen fiber is not easily discernable when viewed
from the H&E stained images, however they are well
differentiated from their MT-stained images counterpart.
The H&E and MT stained tissue slides come from the
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corresponding PC coefficient; and t is the average
transmittance calculated from R NxM [15]. In PCA the
low order PC vectors or PC bases account for as much of
the data variability and the succeeding bases account for
the remaining variability. Using only M<N low order PC
bases we can explicitly express eqn.3 as follows:

E. Multispectral enhancement
An enhancement scheme for multispectral skin image
has been proposed by Mitsui et.al [15] to differentiate
abnormal skin areas from normal areas. In this paper we
extend such method to accommodate the inherent
characteristic of histopathology images wherein not only
two classes of tissue components exist but multiple
classes.
The enhancement method utilizes the spectral difference
between the image pixel’s original spectral transmittance
and its estimated value using some number of PC vectors.
Let us suppose that the original spectral transmittance of
a tissue component is denoted by t and the estimated
spectral transmittance estimated by M principal

~

M

t    i vi  t

(3a)

i

We used the result of eqn. 3a to generate the enhanced
transmittance spectra in eqn.2. The resulting enhanced
16-band spectral transmittance is then converted to its
RGB equivalent values to produce an image perceptible
to the human eyes.

~

component (PC) vectors is denoted by t . The original
transmittance can be altered by the following:
 ~
t e  t  W  t  t 
(2)


Where t e is a column vector of dimension Nx1 that
represents altered transmittance equivalent of the original
transmittance t ; W is an NxN, i.e. N=16, weighting
matrix whose entries serve as the modulating factors to
the difference between the original and estimated
spectral transmittance at particular bands. While in [15]
only the diagonal entries of the matrix W are given
non-zero values in the current work we utilized the off
diagonal entries as well. The hue of the enhanced image
is governed by the column of the W and the direction of
the entries. On the other hand, the color intensity is
governed by the magnitude of the entries.
F. Spectral estimation by PCA
The spectral transmittance of an image pixel can be
estimated using a priori analysis in which case the
widely used technique is principal component analysis
(PCA). In this technique a set of spectral transmittance
R NxM ,, i.e. N is the spectral dimension and M is the
number of spectral samples, is used to derive the N PC
vectors. Using only M<N PC vectors the original
transmittance can be reconstructed within certain degree
of error. For the purpose of the multispectral
enhancement the transmittance data set is made to
consist of the transmittance samples of all the identified
tissue components except for the transmittance spectra of
the tissue components which are desired to be enhanced
and differentiated and in our case this is the collagen
fiber. From the application of the principal component
analysis (PCA) on the spectral transmittance data set we
could derive the N PC vectors which can be used to
reconstruct the original spectral transmittance t of an
image pixel. We can reconstruct the spectral
transmittance using the PC vectors by the following:

Fig.4 Multispectral enhancement method to visualize tissue structures
which exhibit close colorimetric attributes.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 4 outlines the processes that were done to
visualize collagen fiber from the rest of the eosin stained
tissue structures from the H&E stained multispectral
multispectral pixel is calculated and then modified by
applying eqn. 2. The tissue components which are
affected by the transmittance modification are mainly
those which were not represented in the data matrix
R NxM and these are the tissue components which are
desired to be enhanced and differentiated, i.e. collagen
fiber and smooth muscle. The 16-band enhanced
multispectral image is converted to RGB format for
visualization.

M

t    i vi  t

(3)

i

where

vi

is the ith PC vector and  i

is its
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classes of spectral samples used in the training data set.
B. Spectral error
The average spectral errors of the different tissue
components that we have identified in this experiment
using 5 PC vectors are plotted in fig.5a. We can observe
that collagen fiber exhibit distinct peaks at certain band
numbers (or wavelengths). The collagen fibers are
stained pink with eosin dye and a close comparison
between the characteristic curve of the eosin absorption
spectrum in fig.5b and the spectral error of collagen fiber
reveals a similarity. Both the eosin spectrum and spectral
error of the collagen exhibit peaks at the mid spectral
range. However while the eosin spectrum peaks at band
7, the spectral residual error exhibit its peak at band 8. It
can be thought that the spectral color difference between
eosin stained tissue structures can be due to their
differing staining reaction to the dye, and that this
reaction causes a shift in the eosin spectrum.

Fig.5 (a) Average spectral error of the different tissue components
using 5 PC vectors. This error curve shows similar trendency when
compared to the absorption spectrum of eosin dye in (b). Moreover it is
to be noted that collagen fiber exhibits distinct peak particularly at band
8. (b) The absorption spectrum of eosin dye showing that it has a peak
at band 7.
Fig.6 The H&E stained images and their enhanced versions, together
with their corresponding Masson’s trichrome stained impressions. (a)
Original H&E stained images; (b) result of the multispectral
enhancement; (c) Corresponding Masson’s trichrome(MT) stained
impression of the given H&E stained images. It is to be noted that the
MT and H&E stained tissue slides are of serial sections so that they
share similarities in their structural make-up.

A. Effective number of PC vectors
We defined the spectral error as the difference between
the original transmittance t and the estimated
~

transmittance t :
~

ett ,
(4)
where e is a 16x1 column vector. We determined the
appropriate number of PC vectors with which the
spectral error of the tissue components that are not
represented in the training data set R NxM . acquired
distinct peaks at some specific wavelengths while those
tissue components whose transmittance spectra are used
in R NxM are relatively low. We examined the spectral
errors of the different tissue components whose spectral
transmittance configurations are illustrated in fig.5a for
different number of PC vectors and we found that with 5
PC vectors distinct spectral error pattern for collagen
fiber can be observed. It should be noted however that
the effective number of PC vectors is affected by the

C. Multispectral enhancement
The mathematical operation that governs the
multispectral enhancement process is illustrated by eqn.
2. The color visualization of the collagen fiber depends
on which columns of the weighting matrix W are
activated and the magnitude and polarity of the entries.
The determination on which entries of the matrix W
should be given non-zero values and whether it should be
negative or positive can be referred to the spectral of the
collagen fiber. For example we can observe that at band
9 the error of the collagen fiber peaks then we can assign
non-positive values for the entry corresponding to
W(9,9) of the matrix W. To give more variation in the
color of the enhanced image instead of concentrating on
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a single entry of the matrix as what was done in [15] not
only a single element of the matrix was assigned with
nonzero values. In the current experiment non-zero
values were assigned to columns 5-9 of the weighting
matrix W. Result of the multispectral enhancement using
5 PC vectors for the heart images are shown in fig.6. The
images on the first column are the original H&E stained
images, and the middle column illustrates the enhanced
version of these images. The enhanced images are
compared to the MT-stained equivalent of the original
H&E stained images, which are located at the rightmost
column. We can observe that there is a strong
correspondence between the emphasized areas in the
enhanced images to the areas which are stained blue in
the MT-stained images.

Fig.8 A comparison between the enhancement results using RGB and
multispectral information, specifically in image areas where tissue
structures acquired similar staining pattern. (a) Enhancement results
using RGB information; (b) Enhancement results using multispectral
information;

D. RGB and multispectral imaging
The microscopic RGB imaging systems used in most
laboratories employ 3 wideband filters that have spectral
sensitivities in the red, green and blue channels. In
contrary a microscopic multispectral imaging system
employs N>3 narrowband filters. To compare how RGB
and multispectral imaging fares in differentiating
collagen fiber from the rest of eosin stained tissue
structures we also tried to enhance the equivalent RGB
image of the multispectral H&E stained images. For the
RGB enhancement we used one of the functions in the
PHOTOSHOP imaging software to change the hue of the
supposed collagen areas. The RGB image of the H&E
stained image was imported into Photoshop and a point
located in the collagen fiber area was selected as
reference for changing the color of the rest of the
collagen fiber areas. Figure 8 shows the enhancement
results using RGB and multispectral information. We can
see that while enhancement with multispectral
information results to clear differentiation between
structures that are apparently similar when viewed from
an H&E stained image, but show distinctive features, i.e.
spectral color when stained with special stain such as
Masson’s trichrome (MT), enhancement with RGB failed
to provide distinction between these areas. From these
results it can be said that multispectral imaging can

Fig.7 An illustration of an image area whereby similarly stained tissue
structures show differing spectral response as illustrated by their
varying color in the enhanced version of the H&E stained images.
These axb pixels images were cropped from the original 2kx2k pixels
image. (a) Original H&E stained; (b) Enhanced version of the H&E
stained images; (c) Equivalent Masson’s trichrome stained images of
the H&E stained images, which serve as reference for the enhanced
images.

To further examine how multispectral imaging with our
multispectral enhancement scheme fare with respect to
delineating tissue structures that are inconspicuously
similar both in their morphological or spectral color
features, we cropped one of the areas that contain these
structures and view them at higher digital magnification.
We can see from fig. 7 that the areas which are indicated
by arrows could hardly be differentiated from collagen
fiber in the H&E stained images but are now
differentiated in the digitally enhanced images.
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capture salient spectral features that enabled us to
differentiate these areas.
Spectral color of stained tissue structures may reflect its
reaction to a dye and that even a small change in the
respective spectral transmittance of tissue structures may
provide significant impact to their differentiation. The
plot in fig.9a demonstrates the 16-band spectral
transmittance of two sample points selected from the
area occupied by collagen fiber1 and that of the tissue
structure which appear to be similarly stained with it,
which we refer as collagen fiber2; we can see from this
plot that there is a small difference between these
structures. A close observation of the plots reveals a shift
at band 8, i.e. collagen fiber1 becomes more positive
than collagen fiber2. This correlates to the spectral error
peak at band 8 which is illustrated in fig.5a. This small
difference in spectral transmittance may not be
necessarily evident from the RGB spectra shown in fig.
9b. The RGB spectra were simulated by taking the
average transmittance value of bands 1- 5 for blue
channel, bands 6-10 for green channel, and bands 11-16
for red channel. We can note that the RGB spectral plot
for both tissue structures coincides, which implies that
differentiation between these two structures using RGB
information is difficult.
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A thorough understanding on the driving force behind
the spectral differences between similarly stained tissue
structures can be very valuable in developing algorithms
that can be ultimately applied for clinical use. Thus, part
of our next work would be to investigate this particular
phenomenon in detail. Other tissue types would also be
considered to validate further the results presented
herein.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Differentiation between tissue structures sharing close
colorimetric attributes has its impact not only for H&E
stained slides but even for immuno stained slides where
reactions are labeled either positive or negative
depending on the intensity of the staining. We have
shown in this paper that these minute differences can be
exploited for their better visualization and differentiation
using multispectral information. Although the
conventional (broadband) RGB imaging is helpful for
observing the general morphology of the tissue
components, but for the delineation of structures, which
normally requires the use of special stain, the inherent
information of an RGB image is not sufficient enough.
Utilization of multispectral imaging to histopathological
image analysis especially for the visualization of tissue
structures which are not emphasize by the staining dyes
is not fully addressed yet. In this work we have initially
investigated the capability of multispectral imaging to
differentiate tissue structures which have minute
colorimetric difference. We have also shown its
advantage over the conventional RGB imaging in
visualizing and differentiating tissue structures which
exhibit similarities both in their morphology and spectral
color features. Utilization of multispectral imaging with
the enhancement methodology presented herein is
valuable particularly in the absence of special stain and
visualization of specific tissue structures which is not
necessarily highlighted in the current stained slide is
called for to confirm the initial diagnosis. Digitally
enhancing tissue images can also be very useful for
telepathology whereby pathologists confer their
respective diagnosis through the internet.

Fig. 9 Plots showing the spectral transmittance of two sample points
extracted from image areas which have inconspicuous staining patterns.
(a) 16-band spectral transmittance; (b) simulated RGB (or 3-band)
spectral transmittance.
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specific functions that can be visualized by various
techniques such as conventional stains (H&E),
immunohistochemical methods (specific antibodies (or
carbohydrate ligands) with attached chromogens binding
to cells or cell compartments), enzyme repetitive
functions (polymerase chain reaction, in situ
hybridization) or other detection methods (electron
microscopy, spectral analysis, etc.). Size and gray value
associated features of these objects as well as the spatial
distribution of the objects are often closely associated
with a certain disease; thus they serve for accurate
disease recognition or diagnosis such as cancer,
tuberculosis, parasites, or virus infections [2]. These
units often can be transformed by symmetry
transformations. The result of such a transformation can
serve as a new unit visible at different (lower)
magnification. The concept is called order of structures,
and has been described in detail in [3-5]. It requires a
neighborhood condition (most frequently used are
Voronoi’s tessellation and O’Callaghan’s neighborhood
condition). Practical calculations have been performed
by graph theory applications [6].
The concept of “orders of structures” serves as
theoretical basis to implementing the only crude
described “diagnosis evaluation” by a diagnostic
pathologist into computerized algorithms. One aim of
digital pathology is to assist the pathologist in prescreening and diagnosis-likelihood information in order
to pursue the increasing work load and maintain or even
improve the diagnostic quality.
The details of the concept and practical experiences are
described herein. In addition, we will give perspectives
of the possible development direction of this technique.

Abstract—The digitalization of a complete glass slide opens
new doors in nearly all fields of tissue – based diagnosis
(diagnostic pathology). A virtual slide offers access to
applying a set of algorithms which can support the
diagnostic pathologist’s daily work. Good image quality is
essential to detecting visual information that can be
translated into a final diagnosis. Parameters of image
quality include in addition to classic features object size in
relation to the image size, distribution and maximum
height of gray values as well as homogeneity of illumination.
Derived parameters are number and distances of potential
segmentation thresholds and the features of the
corresponding
gradient
image.
A
transformed
standardized (reference) image can be used for
standardized measurements. Image quality measurements
and derived image standardization are embedded in the
automated immunohistochemical measurement system
EAMUSTM accessible via the internet (www.diagnomX.eu).
Measurement of object features, the derived structure, and
features based upon pixel gray values and distribution
(texture) can serve for an automated diagnosis algorithm.
Texture features are computed using an auto regression
method derived from time series analysis, object features
after active segmentation methods with added extern
knowledge and stratified sampling, structure features by
application of Voronoi’s neighborhood definition
(tessellation) and syntactic structure analysis. Multivariate
discriminate analysis with inbuilt feedback mechanism
required a training set of 10 cases per diagnosis only. The
accuracy of final classification measured 96 – 100 % for
crude tumor classification of various organs including
breast, colon, lung, pleura, and stomach. Adding tools of
automated detection of area of interest and common
communication standards serving for accurate tumor
screening in virtual slides build the basis and the capability
to embed a developed system into a Grid environment. This
Grid environment enables a collaborative working
approach among participating pathologists.

II. BASIC DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM
According to the present understanding of visual tissue –
based diagnosis the general diagnostic algorithm is a
function of image texture and contemporary of the
recognition of biological objects (segmented units) [7].
In other words, diagnosis = f (texture, magnification
(objective), object, structure). The terms texture, object,
structure have to be defined in an unequivocally manner.
The definition of texture is usually quite crude [8]
classified textures according to the items coarseness,

Index terms—Virtual slide, image quality, automated
diagnosis, Grid technology

I. INTRODUCTION
Tissue – based diagnosis or diagnostic pathology derives
a disease classification called diagnosis from specifically
altered appearance of biological meaningful units in
combination with clinical data [1]. Biological
meaningful units are circumscribed visual objects with
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contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regularity, and
roughness. These terms are difficult to implements in a
digital system. We, therefore, use a different definition,
first described by Voss [9]. It is derived from time series
analysis and uses a pixel – based recursion formula. It
results in a reproductive algorithm and is a useful
method to be implemented in a diagnostic algorithm. No
segmentation of the image is required as well as no
external information, i.e., predefined parameters to
include/exclude results which do not fulfill certain
limitations, for example in size, gray value distribution,
boundaries, etc.).
On the other side, objects have to be detected within the
image. They are dependent upon external information
and usually require a segmentation algorithm. We prefer
to basically divide an image into an object space and a
background space prior to the actual segmentation.
Virtual slides are commonly composed of quite large
areas that do not contain any tissue, and, thus, cannot
contain objects [1]. A simple segmentation threshold is
sufficient for the identification of potentially object
containing areas (object space). Within this space objects
have to be identified, and to be distinguished from
artifacts [1]. Parameters of potentially detected objects
include size, gray value distribution within the detected
unit, identification of its boundary, and derived features
(moment, form factor, entropy, etc.). External
information which can be adjusted to the image
magnification (i.e. absolute pixel size) is essential.
The identification of objects automatically includes the
location of the gravity centers, which then serve for the
construction of structures [2]. Voronoi’s and the derived
Dirichlet’s tessellation are widely used, less common
applied is O’Callaghan’s neighborhood condition [10,
11]. The graph theory provides appropriate tools to
further apply image transformations in order to detect
symmetries or repetitive arrangement of objects such as
“rings”, “lines”, “stars”, etc. Their centers of gravity can
be considered as “new objects” located within a different
magnification space [3]. It can reallocate a new
(independent) set of features to be applied in the
diagnostic algorithm [1]. A survey of the diagnostic
algorithm is demonstrated in [Figure 1].
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III. AREA OF INTEREST
Any diagnostic algorithm to be applied in tissue – based
diagnosis depends upon the selected area of interest [6,
12, 13]. The area of interest is a compartment of the
virtual slide that contains the visual information most
significantly associated with the tissue – based diagnosis
of the highest clinical importance [2]. Examples are
cancer cells in a body fluid that contains numerous
inflammatory cells, or a small metastasis in otherwise
normal or only reactive inflammatory altered liver or
lung tissue. The detection of these diagnosis significant
areas is basically associated with a sampling procedure
[14] The human performance prefers a screening at “low
magnification”, followed by a precise identification of
objects (nuclei, cells). A computerized method might try
to first identify the included objects and afterwards
derive the most instructive areas dependent upon the
detected objects [14]. This algorithm would require an
analysis of the complete virtual slide at high or at least
moderate magnification, which is certainly less effective
compared to screen at low magnification, and identify
objects at instructive areas at high magnification.
The application of texture analysis seems a promising
method to search for significant areas of interest [14]. A
method described by Belhomme and Coifman uses
spectral analysis techniques to identify areas of interest
[15] [16]. Most virtual slide scanners are provided with a
threshold – adapted algorithm to separate “tissue
containing areas” from the background [17]. The
technique saves image storing space and provides faster
access to the virtual slide.
When dividing the virtual slide in attaching
compartments at low magnification, texture changes at
the boundaries and in association with the boundaries
can serve for separating normal from altered tissue [18].
The sensitivity threshold is as low as 5 % of the
compartment’s area, i.e. tumor growth can be detected at
the level of micrometastases [18]. The algorithm can be
applied at one-color images obtained by principal
component transformation as well as on images
presented in various color spaces (rgb, his, etc.) [19]
The described methods to detect areas of interest in a
virtual slide do not require external information [1, 15,
16]. Thus, they are not associated with the knowledge or
suggestion of a diagnosis, and can be applied in general.
IV. IMAGE QUALITY
The better the image quality the easier, more sensitive,
and specific are the diagnosis algorithm in general. A
given image has to be standardized if it does not fulfill
certain quality measures. This simple statement is known
to all diagnostic pathologists who usually require slides
stained in the laboratory they are used to work with.
How to standardize histopathology images?

Figure 1: Scheme of automated classification algorithm to be applied
in tissue based diagnosis.
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Figure 3: Example of influence of image quality on segmentation
thresholds and segmented objects (shading correction provides
improved segmentation thresholds.

Figure 2: Commonly used measure of image quality: the actual image
is compared to a “reference” image.

All measurements of image quality use a comparative
method [20] and compare the actual image with a
reference image as shown in [Figure 2]. Distances
between the two images are a measure of image quality.
In addition to subjective measures there are basically
two different features of image quality: 1) those
affecting the complete image independently from its
information content, and 2) those related to information
content (objects, structures). The first features include
illumination, total gray value distribution, and gray value
range. They can be optimized by appropriate
transformations, i.e., shading correction, gray value shift
and expansion (compression) in relation to the pixel
coordinates [7]. The second features are related to predefined algorithms that are used to detect and identify
objects (and their associated structures). We suggest the
following procedures. Any object identification requires
at least segmentation, and any segmentation method
definition of at least one (not necessarily coordinates
independent) gray value threshold. The more distinct and
the broader the gray value differences between the
detected thresholds the easier the segmentation
procedure can be applied [18]. An example is
demonstrated in [Figure 3]. The algorithm can be
applied to either the principle component transformed
image or to any color space [7]. The transformation of
an image into the hsi (hue, saturation, intensity) color
space permits an easy recognition of images with good
quality, as demonstrated in [Figure 4].
The image obtained by the quality correction
transformations serves as reference image and is subject
for automated image measurements [7]. The measured
differences between the actual and reference image can
be stored in a series, and permits a consecutive viewing
of image quality development.

Figure 4: Example of image quality measure in his space: images of
good quality display a clear separation of hue – intensity spaces.

V. AUTOMATED MEASUREMENTS
Having discussed how to construct a diagnostic
algorithm, how to evaluate image quality, and how to
provide a standardized image, we have the tools to
implement an automated image measurement system
[21]. Such a system has to identify objects, and thus
requires some external information to be provided by the
user. The essential minimum information includes:
1. Which kind of information should be evaluated
(i.e., which measurements should be
performed)?
2. What are the expected features of the objects
(this information reflects to the image
magnification)?
3. Is there a color space reference of objects (this
information corresponds to the staining
procedure or visualization dye in case of
immunohistochemistry)?
4. Where and how should the results be provided
(this information corresponds to format of
provided results (for example <.txt> or <.csv>,
and the user’s email)?
Such a system can be installed in the internet by
appropriate programs (for example written in Java or
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php language). The EAMUSTM system is, to our
knowledge, the first implementation, which is available
in the internet via www.diagnomX.eu. It has been
designed for immunohistochemistry measurements
including fluorescence stains and DNA fractions
analysis (Comet measurements). Its principle structure is
shown in [Figure 5], its implemented measurements
comprise nuclear, membrane, vascular, and area
estimates. More than 30 users are registered and use this
system in either measuring individual cases or image
series (for example tissue micro arrays (TMAs)).
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attempts of image quantification are not appropriate to
be applied for diagnostic purposes.
Maybe one of the root causes for such positions was also
the challenge of evaluating of a huge matrix, which
could be only done rudimentary without the supporting
tools and depended on the experience of the pathologist.
Why are we optimistic that we have reached a more
promising level of this vision?
The idea of contemporary measurements of texture and
object-related features has been derived from previous
data that have given satisfactory relations between the
measurement results and the underlying diagnoses, see
for example [4]. Whereas most (if not all) of these
attempts in detail describe the obtained features and their
measures, see for example [25], recent approaches do
not focus on these features [18] ]To the contrast, the are
flexibly embedded in statistical correlation procedures
that allow to defining new data sets and outcome ranges
if the input data smoothly change (for example
associated with the stage of the disease or the age of the
patients) [18]. Thus, the data input source is a flexible
and self adjusting system, and not a fixed data set. It
should work, in principle, for all diseases or tissue based
diagnoses [18].
An open and standardized access as well as a
standardized and flexible output is the second difference.
Such a system could run in the background and search
for data that allow a substantial diagnostic assistance of
the actual case [17]. Internet embedding of a
standardized portal with direct connection to the specific
measurement programs is on its way and will provide
the necessary experience and information for further
development of automated diagnostic systems [2].

Figure 5: General scheme of the Internet embedded electronic
automated measurement user system (EAMUSTM; www.diagnomX.eu

VI. AUTOMATED DIAGNOSIS
Automated measurements of texture, objects and image
structure are a prerequisite to automatically create a
tissue based diagnosis [7]. In addition, a classification
system has to be provided which groups the evaluated
data into the corresponding class (diagnosis) [22]. The
external information required for automated object
identification can be combined with the final
classification set, especially if virtual slides are
evaluated. If we want to distinguish between normal –
inflammatory – tumorous lung tissue a hierarchic
sequence of classification boxes seems to be appropriate.
These boxes are usually predefined by external features,
and usually correspond to a certain organ [18]. They can,
however, also be automatically detected in a more
complex system that contains corresponding feedback
mechanisms [2].
Attempts to derive diagnoses from measured object
features range back to the nearly forgotten roots of tissue
– based diagnostics, i.e., the quite sophisticated
technology of stereology that had been developed in the
sixties of last century [23]. Stereology takes into account
the “real” object size in our three dimensional space, its
projection to a two dimensional plane, and correction of
artifacts. Numerous articles have been published
demonstrating a close relationship between cell (nuclear)
features and various diseases since the middle of the last
century [24]. However, none of these approaches have
been introduced into routine diagnostic pathology, and
consecutively, most pathologists are convinced that

VII. GRID TECHNOLOGY
The proposed tools have to be made available in a
technical environment to enable the catalogues growing
by any pathologist to contribute, and databases and to
allow pathologists to make the best use of it. Grid
technology provides the architecture for this type of
infrastructures.
In addition to the discussed information technology
structures that basically include multiple open accesses
and one or only a few fixed computational nodes one
could think about the distribution of all necessary
elements in a system that primarily is constructed upon
platforms [17, 26]. Such a system is called a Grid.
Naturally, these platforms (or nodes) require strict
standards in order to communicate in between. The
standards are provided by the Internet. Thus, a Grid is an
Internet embedded network consisting of a broad variety
of connected nodes. These nodes can be compared to
servers and assure a platform of communication
standards, which permit the users to concentrate solely
on their individual tasks. The function of a Grid is a
network computing, and can be considered to be a
derivative of the development and maturation of the
Internet
The idea is to distribute high power
computations to several computers that will work
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contemporarily on the same problem, for example in
high energy physics, molecular modeling,
or
astrophysics [27, 28]. Network computing is also called
metacomputing, scalable computing, global computing,
or Internet computing. Grids can be applied for a broad
variety of tasks, called services. These include
computational services, data services, application
services, information services, or knowledge services
[17, 19]. All of these quite different services is in
common that they include end users or clients,
distribution and control nodes, and servers, anyone able
to perform the requested tasks. A management software
layer (Middleware) ensures the computer–based
collaborative environment which also requires
computation nodes, so – called brokers. A Grid sourced
broker administers the workload, potential problems,
discovers free resources, and controls the processing of
the end user tasks. The clients are informed and have
access by a presentation tier, which then standardizes the
tasks and handles them to the internal executive network
(service tier). The whole network is monitored by the
resource tier that controls the workload of the
computational nodes, the dynamic status and activity of
the network [17, 19].
A tissue - based diagnostic Grid has not been developed
until now. However, this kind of tool support for
pathologists can offer significant advantages once the
principle diagnostic algorithms have fully been
developed and tested:
1. A pathologist working in a virtual microscopy
environment could be significantly assisted by such a
Grid in terms of image quality evaluation prior to the
diagnostic procedure, pre-selection of most likely
diagnoses, presentation of most informative slide areas,
and selection of additional stains and laboratory
procedures mandatory for a detailed final diagnosis.
2. Automated diagnosis assistance procedures could be
implemented in pathology institutions specialized for
different technical or diagnostic experiences. These
include cytological, molecular genetic or biological
methods, image analysis methods, databank handling,
organ associated diagnostic pathology, and statistical
analysis (neural networks, flexible and adjustable
multivariate analysis, etc.).
3. Diagnosis quality evaluation could be performed on
an automated, inter- and intra-observer independent
level provided by automated image feature extraction
and adjusted to the individual institutional collectives.
4. Data of specific interest such as rare diseases,
endemic features, or survival could be analyzed in a joint
manner provided by the implemented data, tasks, and
performance standards.
5. Unknown diseases or unclassifiable results can be
separated and submitted to specific diagnosis boards for
further investigations.
5. Unknown diseases or unclassifiable results can be
separated and submitted to specific diagnosis boards for
further investigations. The same applies for asking a
colleague for a second opinion to confirm the diagnoses.
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6. A Grid system can be expanded to an advanced elearning (e-teaching) system as well as to associated
electronic publication with automated referencing to
medical library search and demonstration systems
(PubMed) (5, 10).
The described world of an integrated network tissue –
based diagnosis still seems to be a fiction far away from
the daily workload of a pathologist. However, we should
keep in mind, that several important tools to build such a
system have already been developed and tested (10, 16,
18). To our experience, they work well and fulfill the
expectations. Once, the fine tuning has been set up, the
vision is its integration into a Grid, to provide
satisfactory working environmental in solving difficult
and highly computational problems.
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Background

Results

In the past, most 3D imaging in Pathology was done
from a single slide using multiple focal planes (via
confocal microscopy or cytology) or through volume
rendering of large, macro structures on multiple physical
sections. However, WSI technologies and rendering
software have now improved to the point that 3D
reconstruction of large structures at microscopic scale
from hundreds of serial sections is possible. There is
now much demand for interface between 3D imaging of
histology sections and other modalities such as CT
scanning, endoscopy and TEM Indeed, 3D Imaging has
the potential to bring about new discoveries in medicine.
However, challenges remain: section registration, quality
of tissue and the effects of tissue processing and
sectioning all must be optimized, and the huge amount
of data that can be generated must be processed, stored
and made available as quickly and efficiently as possible.

Morphologic features were often enhanced upon 3D
reconstruction, although the relatively low resolution of
the 3D model precluded extensive analysis of cellular
interactions. The reconstruction process was made more
difficult by tissue processing effects such as wrinkle,
stretch, bubble and variable thickness across the tissue
section.
Total file sizes to create one 3D model were 50-100
GB/model. The average 3D model size was 100 MB.

Methods
figure1

Specimens included lymph node, pancreas, esophagus,
stomach and mouse embryo. 66-200 serial sections were
cut manually or by an automated sectioning machine
(AS-200, KURABO INDUSTRIES LTD. Japan) from
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks and stained
with H&E. Pancreas and mouse embryo were cut by AS200. Serial sections were scanned at 0.33um/pixel using
a Mirax Scan device (3DHISTECH Ltd, Carl Zeiss
Microimaging GmbH) or at 0.5um/pixel using a
ScanScope XT device (Aperio, CA, USA). 3D
reconstruction was done using Mirax software and inhouse software based on Image J (NIH, USA). The inhouse software was used as an adjunct to the Mirax
Software. Due to the PC’s operational limitations, a set
containing over 100 slides was divided into multiple
models (50-100 sections/model). The specification of the
PC used to make and view 3D models was OS:
Windows Vista Ultimate 64 bit, CPU: 2 Quad Processor
2.84GHz, RAM: 8GB DDR2, VIDEO Memory:1GB
NVIDIA Ge Force 9800 GT . WSI were aligned to
produce a 66-100 section 3D stack that could be subsampled, sectioned in various planes and freely rotated
to expose 3D relationships in tissue. Spacing between
scanned sections was varied dynamically during the
analysis to explore specific features.

figure2

Figures 1 and 2 show the 3D models of mouse embryo
and pancreas. Both sections were cut by AS-200.
Because the quality of the slides was consistent and the
thickness was uniform across each slide, it was relatively
easy to produce acceptable 3D models. The mouse
embryo was easier to align than other samples since it
contains all organ systems with a variety of features. The
pancreas model looks good at first glance. However,
although the quality of the slide was consistent, the
sliced plane shows some misalignments when the 3D
model was sliced horizontally. All of the slides had
some tissue wrinkles at exactly the same locations on
each slide. The slides did not have enough features to
align perfectly with low resolution by the algorithm.
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Figure 3 shows the 3D models of follicular lymphoid.
The sections were cut by hand. It is difficult even for
experienced technicians to cut hundreds of serial
sections.
Image A is a case of reactive follicular hyperplasia
involving tonsil. Image B is a case of grade 1-2 out of 3
follicular lymphoma involving a lymph node. After
alignment of serial sections and stacking of images, the
relative amounts of cortex and paracortex and the
features and patterns of the follicular structures in each
case are emphasized.
A

Y. Yagi

was not good enough to see the coloration
(It is important to be able to accumulate all necessary
data from evaluate all accumulated data from other
modalities such as CT.
Most importantly, we have found that no matter how
thin or how uniformly we cut tissue specimens, there is
always missing space between the slices. To be able to
use 3D for image analysis or volume processing,
development of a transformation algorithm for 3D
reconstruction is necessary. To this end, we are looking
into two possible methodologies.
The first would be to use Delaunay Triangulation to
adjust the distortion caused by the tissue preparation gap
between tissue sections. Based on Delaunay's definition,
the circumcircle of a triangle formed by three points
from the original point set is empty if it does not contain
vertices other than the three that define it (other points
are permitted only on the very perimeter, not inside).
The Delaunay condition states that a triangle net is a
Delaunay triangulation if all the circumcircles of all the
triangles in the net are empty. This is the original
definition of two-dimensional space. It is possible to
apply this to three-dimensional space by using a
circumscribed sphere in place of the circumcircle. The
second possibility is to collect data on the exact shape
and size of the tissue in each paraffin block, since
usually the tissue embedded in the paraffin block is not
visible. The combined use of these two methods has
begun to show positive results in the initial data.

B

Conclusion
figure3

3D reconstruction from multiple serial WSI sections can
be used to generate impressive views of tissue. In the
future this technique could be an important aspect of
pathological analysis. In addition, it will be very useful
for educational purposes to be able to view and
understand tissue structure in a 3D format. However,
many challenges remain. Advanced 3D imaging research,
as well as research aimed at solving the attendant
technical issues, is ongoing at Massachusetts General
Hospital.

We found that the following technical issues need
attention:
1. Registration must be done both by block and by slide
2. Slide quality must be consistent
3. Tissue features must be recorded by organ and tissue
processing method
4. The size of spaces between slides must be measured.
5. Computer memory and performance must be
optimized. The size of the original 2D images and the
number of slides being processed resulted in
compromised resolution on our standard departmental
PCs, and the size of the 3D models made working with
the models slower and more time-consuming.

Discussion
Our initials results show that 3D imaging using WSI
could be extremely useful to pathologists in the near
future. However, many technical issues remain to be
addressed.
For example, twelve small 3D models of an esophageal
cancer specimen were required to represent the resected
tissue in its entirety and to see the coloration between
endoscopic images. The endoscopic data alone, however,
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features from the volumetric data obtained from confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). However, they
focused only on the quantification of variations in nuclear
size in three dimensions [5], [6]. Despite the potential
advantages inferred from an amount of literature on the
value of cytometric features for the detection of cancer,
there are few studies on describing and quantifying
nuclear appearance and chromatin pattern in three
dimensions. Recently, 3D nuclear texture features were
implemented to detect changes in nuclear chromatin
patterns in thick tissue sections imaged by CLSM in a
single study [7]. The aim of our study was to develop 3D
nuclear cytometric features for quantitatively assessing
the degree of malignancy and find an optimized classifier
with the best discriminative power for renal cell
carcinoma (RCC) grading.

Abstract—The aim of our study is to develop 3D nuclear
cytometric features for quantitatively assessing the degree of
malignancy and find an optimized classifier with the best
discriminative power for renal cell carcinoma (RCC)
grading. 3D nuclear cytometric features (3D nuclear
morphometric features, 3D chromatin texture features, 3D
nuclear surface texture features) were extracted. After
dimensionality reduction of extracted features by principal
component analysis (PCA), we made a classifier and
assessed the significance by discriminant analysis. It yielded
an accuracy of 82.59%. The results indicate the potential
and feasibility of RCC grading using 3D nuclear cytometric
features.
Index Terms—Nuclear grading, Renal cell carcinoma, 3D
nuclear morphometric features, 3D chromatin texture
features, 3D nuclear surface texture features
I.

INTRODUCTION

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cytometry refers to the measurement (-metry) of cells
(cyto-) and cellular constituents. These measurements
may be of the physical properties of the cell, or of its
biochemical properties, or of a combination of these.
Digital image cytometry is to extract these cell properties
from images using digital image analysis. It allows us not
only to study the characteristics of the cell itself but also
to study various substances inside the cell.
For diagnosis and prognosis of cancer, digital image
cytometry has been performed on many studies to
characterize the size, shape, DNA content of cells, and
patterns of chromatin distribution in cell nuclei [1]-[4].
Their results showed that the limitations of qualitative
evaluation could be overcome by using computer-assisted
microscopic image analysis.
However, most of these studies used two-dimensional
(2D) thin tissue sections which contained only partial cells.
The truncation of cells during the sectioning process can
lead to inaccurate quantification, as determining the size
or shape of a cell depends on the angle of physical
sectioning relative to the position of the cell. Therefore, to
obtain clinically useful results, more accurate and
reproducible methods are required.
According to the necessity of three-dimensional (3D)
image analysis, several studies have investigated how to
construct a 3D visualization and quantify 3D cytometric

A. Specimen preparation and image acquisition
Eight cases of RCC were obtained from the Department
of Pathology, Yonsei University College of Medicine.
They had been fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin and
embedded in paraffin before receipt. The tissues were cut
into 20-μm sections, stained with propidium iodide (PI)
containing RNase A (final concentration, 0.5 mg/mL), and
mounted in a fluorescent mounting medium (DAKO,
Carpinteria, California, USA). The RCC tissues were
imaged with a TCS SP2 AOBS confocal imaging system
(Leica Microsystems Ltd., Mannheim, Germany)
equipped for Leica Dmire2 (Leica Microsystems Ltd.,
Mannheim, Germany), a 63x, 1.4 NA HEX
PL-Apochromat objective lens(Leica Microsystems Ltd.,
Mannheim, Germany), and a HeNe laser.
We acquired a series of 2D optical sections, 0.4 μm
apart, starting above the top surface of the section and
extending down to the bottom surface. There were a total
of 50 slices for each volume data, and each slice was a
24-bit/pixel image with a size of 512 × 512 pixels.
B. Segmentation and surface rendering of cell nuclei
In order to make 3D measurements on cell nuclei for
RCC grading, first of all, the cell nuclei have to be
segmented exactly. Once the cell nuclei have been
segmented from each other and from the background,
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nuclear cytometric features can be extracted from the
individual cell nuclei. Next, surface rending is needed as a
preprocessing step, since some of the 3D nuclear
cytometric features that we define in this study are derived
from 3D surfaces of the cell nuclei.
Segmentation of cell nuclei was done by the method
proposed in our previously study [8]. We used Pun’s
method to segment cell nuclei. As the post processing of
an initial segmentation, we corrected and removed any
incorrectly segmented nuclei. To render 3D surfaces of
cell nuclei, the marching cubes algorithm was used [9].
This algorithm produces a triangle mesh by computing
isosurfaces from 3D data. By connecting the patches from
all cubes on the isosurface boundary, we get a surface
representation. Fig. 1 shows the results of the surface
rendering for representative samples of cell nuclei for
each grade.

H. J. Choi, et al.

an alternate way to measure surface area, calculating the
area of a triangle directly in terms of the lengths of the
three sides, since the rendered surfaces consist of triangles
in computer graphics. After calculating each of the
triangle areas, we obtained the total surface area using the
sum of all triangle areas.
(1)
S  s(s－a)(s－b)(s－c)

a, b, c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle and
s  (a  b  c) / 2 .

where

3) Spherical shape factor: This represents how similar
the shape of the cell nucleus is to a sphere. If A is the
surface area of the nucleus and V is the volume of the
nucleus, then the spherical shape factor is defined as:
(2)
36  V 2 / A3
D. 3D chromatin texture features of cell nuclei
Chromatin pattern also plays a significant part in RCC
grading [11]. The most widely used method for
quantifying chromatin pattern is texture analysis, using
gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). The matrix
contains an estimate of the joint probability density
function for pixels separated by a particular number of
rows, diagonals or columns. Texture features are derived
from this matrix [12].
However, since GLCM only considers the spatial
dependency of pixels on one image, there are some
problems in extracting 3D chromatin texture features of
cell nuclei using conventional GLCM. For example, if we
process 3D volume data as individual 2D slices, some
inter-slice information is ignored, increasing the
possibility of data loss. To resolve such problems, we
extended 2D GLCM to 3D GLCM that can quantify the
3D spatial dependency of voxel data on the object volume,
which exists across several slices.
Similar to conventional GLCM, co-occurrence
matrices for volume data are also represented by an n* n
matrix in which n is the number of gray levels. These
matrices are defined using the specific displacement
vector d = (dx, dy, dz) for each direction, where dx, dy,
and dz are the number of voxels that move along the x-, y-,
and z -axis, respectively. With respect to each voxel,
voxels in 26 directions can be examined, but only 13
directions were considered to avoid redundancy.
If the co-occurrence matrix was calculated directly
from the original image it would become very large,
256x256, and highly dependent on both the illumination
level and contrast setting. To overcome this problem, we
reduced the number of the gray levels to 64 and carried out
a histogram equalization operation. And we computed
GLCMs for 13 directions, and averaged them.
From the calculated matrix, we extracted 3D nuclear
chromatin texture features: Contrast, Difference Moment,
Inverse Difference Moment, Diagonal Moment, Second
Diagonal Moment, Energy, Entropy and Uniformity.

Fig.1. Surface-rendering images for cell nuclei of Grade 1 (a), Grade 2
(b), Grade 3 (c), and Grade 4 (d).

C. 3D nuclear morphometric features
Feature extraction is a crucial step in most cytometry
studies; it defines what is to be measured and how the
measurements will take place. Features selected for
measurement should agree with a pathologist’s view of
what an important feature is.
Most RCC grading systems are based on
morphonuclear criteria, such as nuclear size and shape
[10]. In this respect, variations in nuclear size and shape
can be important diagnostic factors, which can be
expressed and quantified by morphometric features. We
defined and extracted the 3D nuclear morphometric
features as follows.
1) Volume: This is determined by the total number of
voxels in the nucleus. The number of voxels multiplied by
the size of a voxel gives the size of a cell nucleus in
standard units.
2) Surface area: The area of a 3D cell nucleus can be
approximated by the number of voxels belonging to the
nucleus that have at least one neighboring background
voxel. However, to find all the surface voxels, the
relationships between voxels must be recomputed using
the connectivity operation. We used Heron’s formula as

E. 3D surface texture features of cell nuclei
Shape representation generally looks for effective and
perceptually important shape features based on shape
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Table 1
Stepwise selection summary

boundary information. While tracking a contour in 2D
images is easily done to extract boundary information, the
extension to higher dimensions is nontrivial and requires
the development of new concepts. In three dimensions,
the boundary of an object can be defined as the surface,
which is the physical boundary between the 3D object and
the surrounding environment. The topological form of the
surface is referred to as the surface texture.
After surface rendering, the surfaces of 3D cell nuclei
consist of triangle meshes. Each triangle has a normal
vector to the surface. The vector is perpendicular to the
surface and the direction of the vector determines the
orientation of the surface. The normal vectors for each
triangle are yielded by the cross product of the two edge
vectors on each triangle. The angles between adjacent
normal vectors are obtained by the inner product.

ni  n j  cos( ij )

Step

(3)

 ij  cos ( n i  n j )

ni

is the unit normal vector to the triangle i,

normal vector to the triangle j, and

 ij

nj

Variable Entered

F-Value

Pr>F

1

Volume

110.63

<.0001

2

AFH-Kurtosis

30.21

<.0001

As second feature selection technique, principal
component analysis (PCA) was used to reduce the
dimensionality of the features [14]. PCA is a standard
decorrelation technique. The derived orthogonal
projection basis leads to dimensionality reduction, and
possible to feature selection. Based on the result of this
analysis, the eigenvectors corresponding to the small
eigenvalues were excluded and a total of three principal
components were selected. Then, we used these three
principal components as new features with the linear
combination of each eigenvector and the original
extracted feature values.

1

where
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III. RESULTS

is the unit

We implemented the proposed methods using
Microsoft Visual C++ (Redmond, Washington, USA) and
Open GL (Mountain View, California, USA). The total
tested data set consisted of 324 cell nuclei. The number of
cell nuclei for each grade was 80, 78, 94, and 72,
respectively. A pathologist selected the tested data as
representative samples of cell nuclei for each grade.

is the angle between triangles i

and j.

Before computing the angles, we must consider the
adjacency of triangles. It is necessary to store the
adjacency relationships for each triangle to allow direct
access to the adjacent triangles of any given triangle. We
defined that adjacent triangles must share two vertices and
made an adjacency list and a normal vector list containing
information about the connectivity and the normal vector
per triangle. From the lists, we computed angles between
adjacent normal vectors and made an angle feature
histogram. The angle feature histogram (AFH) is a
histogram of the crease angles at the edges between
adjacent triangles. This histogram can be defined as
(4)
h( k )  nk

horizontal axis of the histogram plot was divided into 36
histogram bins of 5 degree. From the AFH, we extracted
3D nuclear surface texture features: AFH-Mean,
AFH-Variance, AFH-Skewness, and AFH-Kurtosis.

A. Significance assessment of 3D nuclear cytometric
features
To evaluate what quantitative features of 3D analysis
could contribute to diagnostic information and how it
could increase the accuracy of nuclear grading, we
analyzed the statistical difference of extracted 3D nuclear
cytometric features among the grades. We used an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to determine the levels of
statistical significance in the differences in distribution
across the grades. For each test, we found the F-value as a
result of the ANOVA. The F-value is the ratio of a
between-group sum of squares (between-group
variability) to a within-group sum of squares
(within-group variability). Optimal features will have a
high between-group variability compared to within-group
variability. This means that the best feature will have the
largest F-value. We found that volume is the best feature
in grading.

F. Feature analysis and selection
Two approaches were used to find the set of features
that maximizes the performance of the classifier for RCC
grading. First, Sequential stepwise selection was adopted
as a feature selection method. Stepwise selection
combines forward and backward selection and repeats the
addition and removal of a feature at each step. This
method can overcome the nesting problem in which a
decision cannot be changed when a feature is added or
removed [13]. Through this method, the two most
discriminating features were selected as candidates for
creating a classifier, as shown in Table 1.

B. Evaluation of classifier performance
Based on the minimum error rate classification of
Bayesian decision theory [15], we created two classifiers
using the feature set selected by stepwise selection and the
new feature set made by PCA and compared the correct
classification rate (CCR) for each classifier for a training
data set and a test data set. 162 cell nuclei out of the total
data set consisted of 324 cell nuclei were used to train
classifiers and the rest were used to test the classifiers. Our
comparison revealed that the CCRs were 78.55% and
82.59% for the classifier using the feature set selected by
stepwise selection and the feature set generated by PCA,

where

k

is a crease angle and

nk is the number of triangles having

k .
The angle  k varies between 0 and 180 degrees. The

the crease angle
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respectively. The results showed that the classifier using
the feature set by PCA provided better results for grading
in Tables 2 and 3.

The advantage of the triangle mesh descriptions for
deriving 3D nuclear surface texture features is that
missing data can be interpolated using smoothness.
Compared with parametric surface description, it is more
suited for the representation of most biological objects
because structures in the microscopic scale typically show
greater complexity. Moreover, the proposed 3D nuclear
surface texture features are simple and easy to extract.
The set of 3D nuclear cytometric features defined in
this study demonstrated its discriminating capability for
four different grades of RCC. A new feature set by PCA
yielded high classification accuracy in the discriminant
analysis. However, some problems still remain. To
improve the accuracy and reproducibility of RCC grading,
we will seek suitable approaches and consider various
classification models, such as a support vector machine
(SVM), neural networks, and fuzzy methods, as well as
statistical approaches. Additional studies on large number
of cases have to be performed to validate our result and to
evaluate for routine diagnostic procedures in
histopathology.

Table 2
Confusion matrix for the classifier using the feature set selected
by stepwise selection
Grade

G1

G2

G3

G4

Total

%

G1

32

6

0

0

38

79.72

G2

5

29

9

1

44

75.31

G3

3

3

35

4

45

73.69

G4

0

1

3

31

35

85.48

Total

40

39

47

36

162

78.55

Table 3
Confusion matrix for the classifier using the feature set made by PCA
Grade

G1

G2

G3

G4

Total

%

G1

33

5

0

0

38

84.72

G2

7

31

9

1

48

80.15

G3

0

3

35

2

40

74.04

G4

0

1

3

33

36

91.45

Total

40

39

47

36

162

82.59
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a retrieval method for
cancer biopsy images based on local medical features. The
goal of this study is to retrieve past pathological cases that
contain images that are similar to the current image in order
to support doctor decisions.
In the proposed method, we determine the medical features
based on local structures of nuclei and glands such as the
nucleus-cytoplasm ratio and the sizes of glands in the biopsy
images. Subsequently, we calculate the statistical distributions of these local features as the biopsy image features.
Those features are invariant to an object’s position and rotation in images and are also capable of identifying similar
biopsy images even if certain differences exist in the alignment of cells or the structures of glands. Next, we apply a
post filtering method in order to improve the retrieval accuracy. For the retrieval, we select past query images from
the database that are most similar to the current query image
using the reconstructed feature spaces for the current query
image. We search images using these feature spaces and
eliminate dissimilar images from the retrieval results with a
list of dissimilar images based on the feedback of previous
pathologists.
Index Terms— Information retrieval, Biomedical image
processing

I. INTRODUCTION
Stomach cancer has one of the highest mortality rates in
Japan. Recently, around one hundred thousand patients
suffer from this disease every year, with over fifty thousand patients dying of it each year in Japan [1]. With this in
mind, it is essential for patients to obtain accurate diagnoses at an early stage. However, pathologists are
hard-pressed to diagnose such diseases because of the lack
of pathologists. In addition, in order to make an accurate
diagnosis, they require a decision support system to assist
them.
There are few studies concerning decision support systems using biopsy images of the stomach compared with
other types of cancers, such as lung cancer [2][3], breast
cancer [4][5], colorectal cancer [6] and prostate cancer [7].
Of these, most studies involving biopsy images to support
pathologists focus on CAD (Computer-Aided Diagnosis).
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However, since many problems remain in making CAD
systems capable of diagnosing as accurately as pathologists, we anticipate a large volume of research dealing with
those systems. On the other hand, pathologists require a
system showing images that resemble diagnostic images in
terms of medical characteristics. Although there have been
few such studies on decision support systems. It is useful
for pathologists to seek similar images and findings previously diagnosed by doctors and such systems can help
medical students to study using actual biopsy images.
In this paper, we propose a method for pathologists to
support their diagnoses by showing similar pathology
images using a retrieval system based on image features
from a medical perspective and using relevant feedback.
Although conventional methods have been studied for
biopsy image retrieval based on visual features, such as
color, texture, shape and so forth, these methods have
problems; namely a failure to retrieve biopsy images by
reflecting the perspective of pathologists. Therefore, we
propose a biopsy image retrieval system that extracts
medical features from diagnostic images. In the proposed
method, we segment the biopsy images based on a medical
perspective, extract the local medical features highlighted
by pathologists by each block region and finally determine
the distribution of these local medical features in the form
of a query image feature. This method can retrieve biopsy
images in various positions and rotations and is also capable of identifying similar biopsy images even if certain
differences exist in terms of the alignment of cells or the
structures of glands. Next, we apply a filtering method to
improve the retrieval accuracy. For the retrieval, we select
past query images from the database that resemble the
current query image and eliminate dissimilar images from
the retrieval results based on the feedback of previous
pathologists.
In the next section, we introduce the features of biopsy
images based on a medical perspective, while related
works concerning the image retrieval system and the use of
biopsy images are shown in Section III and our proposed
method is described in more detail in Section IV. In Section V, we explain experiments involving biopsy image
retrieval, before concluding our study in Section VI.
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methods for biopsy images.

II. FEATURES OF GASTRIC CANCERS
In this section, we introduce the gastric biopsy image
features, which are important for diagnosis, from reference
[8]. To diagnose stomach cancer, doctors extract pieces of
gastric mucosa during tests by gastro camera and create a
section that is sliced about 5 µ m thick after formalin
fixation. Subsequently, they stain it with Hematoxylin
Eosin (HE) staining and check it with a microscope. HE
staining is used to dye the cell nuclei violet and the cell
cytoplasm pink to facilitate a diagnosis.
We show an example of a biopsy image of normal
mucosal tissue in Fig. 1. This figure shows three glands
(dotted line regions), which indicate aggregations of cells
specialized to secrete or excrete materials unrelated to
their ordinary metabolic needs. The gland shape usually
assumes a circular or elliptical form and pathologists diagnose whether the tumor is benign or malignant histologically via atypia. Atypia represents a morphological
departure from normal tissue at the cellular and histological levels. Pathologists diagnose them from multidirectional perspectives, which can be divided into two
broad categories. One is cellular atypism, with the focus on
cellular size, shape and so forth. The other is structural
atypism, with the focus on the alignments of cells, such as
glands.
One of the most common measures of cellular atypism is
the ratio of the nucleus in the cell cytoplasm (nucleus-cytoplasm ratio, N/C ratio), while one of the most
common measures of structural atypism is the level of
gland differentiation. Generally, the grade of cellular
atypism can be identified by the magnitude of the N/C ratio.
Moreover, structural atypism generally falls into three
categories. Firstly, well-differentiated adenocarcinoma is
the category in which we can recognize the shape of glands.
Secondly, poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma is the
category in which we cannot recognize the shape of glands.
Thirdly, moderately-differentiated adenocarcinoma is the
category that lies midway between well- and
poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma. Fig. 2 shows examples of cellular atypism biopsy images, while Fig. 3
gives examples of structural atypism biopsy images. In Fig.
2, the nuclei are illustrated by the pink area (with cells
enclosed by dotted lines and nuclei enclosed by red dotted
lines). Fig. 2 (a) shows a normal gland, in which the sizes
of the nuclei are about one third that of the cell. However,
in Fig. 2 (b), the nuclei sizes are about half or more of that
of the cell and with a long and thin shape. Likewise, Fig. 3
(a) shows well-differentiated adenocarcinoma, where we
can recognize the normal shapes of the gland (via a dotted
line). Moreover, Fig. 3 (b) shows poorly-differentiated
adenocarcinoma, where we cannot recognize the shape of
the gland cell.
III. RELATED WORKS
Many studies have been conducted on image retrieval
systems based on image features. Therefore, in this section
we explain related works focusing on general content
based image retrieval methods and similar image retrieval
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Fig. 1: Example of a gastric biopsy image. The dotted line regions are
glands.

(a) Normal

(b) Gastric adenoma

Fig. 2: Examples of cellular atypism. Each dotted line region is a cell
and each red area is a nucleus.

(a) Well-differentiated (b) Poorly-differentiated
Fig. 3: Examples of adenocarcinoma. The dotted line region is a gland
region. We can recognize that there is no gland in Fig. (b).

A. Content-based similar image retrieval methods
Common similar image retrieval methods are based on
visual image features. For example, color, texture and
shapes [9] are applied. Common methods of image retrieval based on color use color histograms [10], which are
effective features for representing images and effective in
retrieving images of different color distributions from the
database. On the other hand, for biopsy image retrieval, it
is not very effective to use a color histogram, because the
images in the biopsy image database have similar color
distribution as a result of some staining processes as HE
staining.
Common methods of image retrieval based on image
texture are those using frequency-information [11]. It is
effective for us to search images with a texture similar to
the query image. However, for biopsy image retrieval,
there is a problem retrieving similar images because these
methods cannot reflect the perspective of the pathologist,
such as the sizes of the nuclei and their arrangement.
When a common tendency of shapes is recognized in the
database, it is useful to use the template matching method.
For example, this method is used to detect the tumor
shadow of breast cancer on CT images [12]. However, for
biopsy image retrieval, it is difficult to determine certain
common tendencies of nuclei and gland shapes, because
their shapes vary depending on the operation to slice the
biopsy at the process of section creation.
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shows the relationship of spatial inclusion among the
regions. We extract each region in turn, from (A) to (C).

B. Related studies for pathology images
On another front, research regarding biopsy images has
involved the study of image segmentation, which focuses
on automated diagnosis of glands. Katsukura et al. proposed methods to extract gland regions on biopsy images
[13][14]. He determines gland regions by repeating segmentation and integration, based on the tendency arrangement of glands. However, it is difficult to extract
gland regions clearly as the cancer progresses, because
there are no tendencies of the arrangement of glands on the
cancer images. Tanaka et al. proposed a method to classify
biopsy images into three categories, namely normal, adenoma and cancerous, using forty types of gland shape
features and fourteen texture features [15]. However, they
only used images from which the gland and nuclei regions
could be extracted using his algorithm. Moreover, in their
method, we need to choose rough gland areas manually.
Zheng et al. created a system of biopsy image retrieval
based on color histograms, texture, the Fourier transform
coefficient and the wavelet transform coefficient [16].
However, they use only visual image features, meaning
their methods cannot reflect the pathologists’ perspective.

Input query image
Image Segmentation

Divide block regions

Extract medical features

Determine the local medical features

Calculate similarity

Calculate whole local medical features

Show retrieval results

Fig. 4: Flow of processing required for extracting image features and
image retrieval.
(D) Background
Whole Image

Other regions
(A) Interstitium

Other regions
(B) Gland
(C) Nuclei

Fig. 5: Region categories. We segment a biopsy image into four
regions.

We use a method using discriminant analysis based on
color features. We use color features for the following
reason: it is difficult to decide the representative shapes in
each atypism because the shapes of each region usually
differ dependent on the atypism in biopsy images. On the
other hand, as each cellular region is colored similarly
through HE staining, color features are less effective to
identify atypism compared to shape features.
The flow of segmentation is shown below:
1. The whole image is divided into the interstitium (A) and
the background region (D).

IV. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we propose a method for a pathology
image retrieval system using diagnostic images based on
local medical features. Moreover, we apply a post filtering
method in order to improve the accuracy of the proposed
retrieval method.
A. Image retrieval based on medical features
In this section, we show the method of image retrieval
based on local medical features. The advantages of our
method include the ability to segment an image into
medical regions automatically using color features and
then use the features from a medical perspective, that are
invariant to position and rotation. The medical regions
mean the gland regions, the nucleus regions and so forth.
The flow of this method is shown in Fig. 4. Firstly, we
segment a biopsy image into medical regions. Next, we
extract the medical features from that segmented image.
Then, we calculate the similarity between the query image
and each image in a database, based on the distributions of
local medical features. Finally, as the retrieval results, we
show the images in order of similarity. The detailed
process is described below.
1) Image Segmentation
In the proposed method, we segment an image into
medical regions automatically using color features. Compared to the method described in [15], the benefit of our
method is that pathologists do not need to segment gland
regions from biopsy images manually. We segment a
biopsy image into four medical regions, namely interstitium (A), glands (B), nuclei in the glands (C) and other
background regions (D) from the medical perspective
shown in Section II, in order to extract biopsy image features based on a medical perspective. Here, we call the
region excluding the background interstitium (A). Fig. 5

2. The interstitium (A) is divided into the gland (B) and
other regions.
3. The gland (B) is divided into the nuclei (C) and other
regions.
Firstly, we implement contrast emphasis and smoothing
in order to segment the images robustly. We use gamma
correction to emphasize contrast when we segment each of
the regions. Furthermore, we use a median filter, which is
capable of retaining the edge component and eliminate salt
and pepper noise for smoothing. In this experiment, after
using contrast emphasis, we repeat the process of median
filter with 5x5 taps three times.
The background region (D) is virtually all white and
usually smaller than other regions. Furthermore, white
color saturation is lower than other regions; the interstitium (A), the gland (B) and the nuclei regions (C).
Therefore, we first convert the color space from the RGB
components into HSV components and in the S component
we convert image binarization using Kittler’s method [18],
which involves the selection of a minimum error threshold.
It is especially useful to divide the interstitium (A) from
the background (D), because the sizes of the two regions
differ considerably.
When we divide 2 class C1 , C2 , which is the interstitium
(A) from the background (D) for the pixel value t , we
determine the value of the threshold via the following
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equation:

σ (t)
σ (t)
J(t) = w 1 (t)log 1 + w 2 (t)log 2
w 1 (t)
w 2 (t)

gland region (B), so we convert the color space from RGB
components into L*a*b* color components. Using b*
components, we determine the threshold to segment the
image regions using Otsu’s method, just as in 1). Fig. 6 is
an example of a segmented image where four regions were
extracted from a medical perspective.

(1)

In the equation, we determine ω1 (t) is the priori probability under t , σ1 (t) is the standard deviation, while

ω 2 (t) is the priori probability over t + 1 and σ 2 (t) is the
standard deviation. If there is no background region in a
query image, the value t remains potentially indeterminable. Therefore, we determine that there is no background region if the value t does not meet the requirement
between µ − 2σ ≤ t ≤ µ + 2σ , where µ is the mean and σ
is the standard deviation. We decide on this range via a
preliminary experiment and herewith segment those two
regions accurately.
In the next phase, we extract the gland region (B) from
that interstitium region (A). (A) and (B), the interstitium
and gland regions, differ in color through HE staining,
since the gland region (B) takes on a blue tinge. Therefore,
we convert the color space from RGB components into
YCbCr components. Using Cb components, we determine
a threshold to segment the image regions using Otsu’s
method [19]. When we divide 2 class C1 , C2 which is the
gland region (B) from interstitium region (A) on the pixel
value t , we determine the value of the threshold via the
following equation:
[µ ω (t) − µ1 (t)]2
σ 2B (t) = T 1
(2)
ω1 (t)[1 − ω1 (t)]

2) Extraction of the medical features
We introduce a method of extracting image features
from the segmented images. Our proposed method uses a
histogram of frequency distribution calculated for the local
areas. Based on the pathologists’ perspective shown in
Section II, we calculate the following three features in each
segmented block.
(C)
 Feature (α): N/C ratio,
.
(B)
 Feature (β): Ratio of the gland region in the interstitium,

(B)
.
(A)
 Feature (γ): Average size of the glands in each block.

Fig. 7 shows an example involving the calculation of feature vectors. We split the segmented pathology image into
blocks and calculate those three features in each block.
Subsequently, we determine the histograms of these individual features. The scanning of the block goes by pixel
unit, whereupon we finally calculate the distribution of
these local medical features. This method creates features
invariant to position and rotation while reflecting a medical perspective.
3) Calculation of similarity
We determine vector data from the histogram as explained in 2). The feature vectors of images a and b are
defined as u and v , while the similarity of two vectors s
is defined by the following expression:
uT ⋅ v
(3)
s = cosθ =
uv

In the equation, we determine ω1 (t) is the priori probability under t , µ1 (t) is the mean while µ T is the mean
value in the whole image. We determine the value of the
threshold t when σ 2B (t) peaks.

(a) Original

(b) Segmented

S. Ueno, et al.

Features (α), (β) and (γ) are normalized by their mean and
standard deviation. Subsequently the overall image similarity is defined by linear combinations. The total image
similarity is defined as follows,
D=
w is i
(4)

(c) Close-up

Fig. 6: Image Segmentation. The white areas are nuclei, the light
gray regions are glands, and the gray regions are interstitium.

∑
i

Scanning of the block

In the equation, s i is the similarity that is normalized and

Frequency
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 %

w i is the weighting.
B. Improvement of retrieval results based on feedback
In this section, we apply a post filtering method in order
to improve the retrieval accuracy. We select the most
similar image from past query images. Next, we eliminate
dissimilar images from the retrieval results based on the
feedback of previous pathologists. (Fig. 8)

Fig. 7: An image of extracting image features. We split the segmented images into blocks, and calculate the features in each
block. Subsequently, we calculate the histograms of distribution.

Finally, we extract the nuclei region (C) from that of the
gland region (B). The nuclei region (C) is bluer than the
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of Q x is most similar to Q is defined as Fp and the corresponding Q x is defined as Q p . Alternatively, if there is

Input query image Qx
(x = 1,2, …, N)

no feature space Fx that satisfies the above assumption, we
do not use this feedback method. In contrast, when we can
obtain two or more feature spaces Fx we choose a feature
space arbitrarily.
Next, we search for the similar images of Q using the
feature space of Fp as explained above. Subsequently, we

Proposed method
Retrieval results

Pathologists’ feedback

Store
•Query image Qx
•Feature space Fx
•Dissimilar image lists
(a) Phase 1: Store the retrieval feedback for preparation
Reconstruct
Feature spaces Fx

eliminate dissimilar images determined by the pathologists,
based on the past query image Q p from the retrieval re-

Input new query
image Q

sults. This method is based on the black-list method.

Select most similar
past query image Qp

Use all feature spaces
Fx (x = 1,2, …, N)

Retrieve similar
images from database

Feature spaces Fp

Eliminate dissimilar
image from results

Dissimilar image lists

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimentation environment
One of the gastric criteria for diagnosis is Group classification [1]. As the disease progresses, it has five categories, namely Groups I, II, III, IV and V. Table 1 shows the
Group classification.
Table 1: Group classification in gastric criteria

Retrieval results

Group I
Group II
Group III
Group IV
Group V

(b) Phase 2: Reflect the filtering based on feedback

Fig. 8: Process of filtering retrieval results

1) Reconstruction of feature spaces
In Phase 1 we decide the feature spaces Fx , which have
similar images and dissimilar images split based on the
relative Karhunen-Loeve transform method [20]. A Karhunen-Loeve transform can extract features that are contained in a category, but not contained in other categories.
To decide the feature spaces Fx , we use the top N r of

Normal tissue and benign lesion
Benign lesion with aberrant tissue
Boundary case between benign and malignant
Tissue at increased risk for cancer
Complete cancer

In this experiment, we evaluate the retrieval methods
using two pathologists (Drs. X and Y). Firstly, we register
biopsy images in the database. This database consists of
samples from twelve patients, where each patient has six
biopsy images, making a total of seventy-two images.
These images are checked by Doctor X and assigned into
five Groups. Each of Groups I to IV has twelve images,
while Group V has twenty-four images. Within Group V,
the images are classified into two categories, as shown in
Section II, namely well-differentiated adenocarcinoma
and poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma. In this paper,
we define poorly-differentiated adenocarcinoma as
GroupV:1 and well-differentiated adenocarcinoma as
GroupV:2. The images have a resolution of 512 × 512
pixels and were captured through a microscope at two
hundred times magnification. Moreover, two pathologists
evaluate the similarity of images within the database,
evaluating on a 5-point scale where any pair of images
over 4-points are similar. The results of evaluation by Drs.
X and Y were not very different. The evaluation of the
retrieval approach is based on the precision-recall curve
and we calculate an average precision of 11-points [21].
This variable indicates the number of retrieval results with
the precision and recall defined as follows:
{relevant images}∩ {retrieved images}
Precision =
(5)
{retrieved images}

results of images retrieved via the query Q x .
It is probable that the retrieval images that pathologists
have evaluated as similar are indeed similar to each other,
so we use all of them to make a subspace. On the other
hand, for dissimilar images, further analysis to generate a
subspace is not required. We calculate the similarity between the query image Q x and the subspaces of similar
images using the multiple similarity method and compare
the query image Q x to dissimilar images using the cosine
of the image vectors. We store these results for each query
image Q x , feature spaces Fx and dissimilar image list.
2) Reflection of the filtering based on feedback
In Phase 2, after searching N query images in Phase 1,
we calculate the similarity between a new query Q and
N past query images. Generally, we cannot decide the
most suitable feature space of the new query Q before
searching for it, so we search the most suitable feature
space of Q using the past feature spaces of Fx using N
past query images.
We determine the similarity between the new query image Q and past similar query images Q x using all feature
spaces of Fx . The certain feature space Fx for which one
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Table 2: Retrieval results by Drs. X and Y. We compare the proposed method to seven other common methods with an average
precision of 11-points by two pathologists.

(α)
(δ)
(ε)
(ζ)
(η)
(θ)
(ι)

Proposed method
N/C ratio
Color Histogram
DCT
DWT
Color Layout
Edge Histogram
SIFT

Recall =

Doctor X
0.69
0.62
0.60
0.48
0.34
0.42
0.28
0.42

Proposed method
(a)N/C ratio
(d)Color Histogram
(e)DCT
(?)DWT
(?)CL
(?)EH
(?)SIFT

Precision
1.0

Doctor Y
0.68
0.62
0.55
0.48
0.37
0.38
0.29
0.37

{relevant images}∩ {retrieved images}
{relevant images}

S. Ueno, et al.

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

(6)

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0
Recall

Proposed method
(a)N/C ratio
(d)Color Histogram
(e)DCT
(?)DWT
(?)CL
(?)EH
(?)SIFT

Precision
1.0

B. Image retrieval based on medical features
1) Decision of each feature space
Our proposed method involves dividing the images into
local blocks, from which we can extract features. Under a
constant power microscope, there are assumed to be certain relationships between the optimized sizes of block S b ,
the average size of the nuclei and the average size of the
glands, which represent the parameters of image features.
Therefore, we experiment with the relationship between
feature spaces, such as the block sizes and the retrieval
accuracy using three features shown in Section IV.A.2). In
this experiment, we use twenty queries from Groups II to V
and evaluate using an average precision of 11-points. The
reason why we do not use query images from Group I is
that Group I is in the category of normal, benign tumors,
making it less important for pathologists to search. Due to
the lack of similar images in the database, we eliminate the
query images from Group I.
Based on the preliminary experimental results, there is
little difference between the evaluations of Drs. X and Y.
The adequate sizes of Sb are about ten for Feature (α) and
about twenty five for Features (β) and (γ), respectively.
Furthermore, Feature (α) is the most accurate retrieval
feature within the three proposed features. In this case,
where the images are observed with a microscope at two
hundred times magnification, the average size of a normal
nucleus is about 10 × 10 to 20 × 20 pixels as a visual
reference, while the gland regions are usually larger than
the nucleus regions. We can recognize that the sizes of
blocks on Feature (β) and (γ) are larger than the size of
Feature (α). In the following experiments, we use these
feature spaces.
2) Subjective evaluation
In this section, we combine the three features and optimize the feature spaces, which are shown in section
IV.A.2) and in equation (4), to improve the accuracy of the
retrieval system. We decide the weights w i of features by
the stepwise method [15] using ten queries from Groups II
to V. In this experiment, weighting parameters were selected to have the optimal setting from the preliminary
experiment. The selected parameters are shown in the
following equation:

0.8

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

0.2

1.0
Recall
Fig. 9: Results obtained by the different method algorithms for
precision-recall curves. The upper one is the results by Doctor X and
the bottom one is by Doctor Y.

ωα = 20, ωβ = 1, ω γ = 1

0.4

0.6

0.8

(7)

Compared with our proposed method, we only use
Feature (α), the most accurate of our proposed features. As
Color Histogram is one of the most useful features for
image retrieval, we use these features.
 Feature (δ): Color Histogram using the whole area of
images [10]
 Feature (ε): DCT coefficients
 Feature (ζ): DWT coefficients [16]
These features are frequency information. Additionally,
we use some MPEG-7 [24] features.
 Feature (η): Color Layout (CL)
 Feature (θ): Edge Histogram (EH) [25]
Lastly, we use one of the most common local features:
 Feature (ι): SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)
[26]
In this experiment, we use twenty query images from
Groups II to V. These query images differ from those used
for optimizing the feature spaces.
Table 2 shows the average precision of 11-points of the
retrieval results for each method, while Fig. 9 shows the
precision-recall curves of the retrieval results for each
method. In this table and figure, we can confirm that the
proposed method is around a 15% improvement compared
to other conventional visual feature methods and we conclude that our method is effective for biopsy image retrieval. Moreover, detailed results for each of the group
images are shown in Table 3. In this table, we conclude
that our method improves similar image retrieval, especially for retrieval on Group V.
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accuracy of results.

In the proposed method, Feature (α) is quite effective to
realize accurate retrieval. When we search for images, it is
more accurate to use Features (α) to (γ) than Feature (α)
alone. In particular, it is more effective in Group V:1 to use
Feature (β) and Feature (γ). The reason why these features
are effective for Group V:1, poorly- differentiated adenocarcinoma, is that there are small glands or no glands.
Hence, calculating the ratio of the gland or its average size
is important. In addition, when the uses of Features (δ) and
(ε) are compared, Features (ζ), (η) and (θ) show less accurate results. This is because positional information of the
glands or the nuclei reflected in Features (ζ), (η) and (θ) is
not necessarily important from the perspective of pathology image retrieval. We could use Feature (ι), SIFT, when
we want to get an image that is almost the same as the
query image, but it is difficult to search a similar but
slightly different image.

Table 3: Retrieval results by query image groups. We compare the
proposed method to seven other common methods with an average
precision of 11-points by two pathologists. The upper one shows the
results by Doctor X and the bottom one those of Doctor Y.

C. Filtering retrieval results based on feedback
On the practical side, we made an improvement to our
proposed method that we demonstrated before, using the
feedback of pathologists and filtering. Firstly, we determine a feature space for each query image. Next, we use a
filtering method to eliminate images that were determined
to be dissimilar to past query images by pathologists.
1) Evaluation experiments
In these experiments, we use the parameters
N = 20, N r = 20, N n = 10 , which are shown in section
IV.B and determined from the preliminary experimental
results. There are twenty images that were evaluated by
two pathologists, while a new query image was selected
using the leave-one-out method. Therefore, we evaluate
twenty patterns of query images and the evaluation method
involves the average precision and recall curves. The
reason why we use the precision and recall evaluations to
evaluate these retrieval systems is to confirm the accuracy
in top placements in search results.
2) Experimental results
We show the retrieval results in Fig. 10 and evaluate the
precision and recall based on the number of retrieval images. In this experiment, we confirm that for both pathologists’ evaluations, we can improve the accuracy of
the retrieval results. Especially when the number of retrieval images is less than 10, we can confirm the accuracy
improvement in terms of both precision and recall. These
results are important for pathologists because accurate
retrieval based on reduced retrieval volumes help them to
make a diagnosis. For example, where there are five retrieval images, the average precision is improved by 20%
(Doctor X) and 18% (Doctor Y), while the average recall
is improved by 13% (Doctor X) and 11% (Doctor Y).
Furthermore, we show an example of the retrieval results
in Fig. 11. In Fig. 11, the query image (q) is a cancer image
in Group V, with well-differentiated adenocarcinoma. In
this Figure, (b-4) and (b-5) are dissimilar to query image
(q). By contrast, (a-1) to (a-5) are all similar to query
image (q). The figures show that retrieval using filtering
based on the relevant feedback is useful to improve the

(α)
(δ)
(ε)
(ζ)
(η)
(θ)
(ι)

Proposed method
N/C ratio
Color Histogram
DCT
DWT
Color Layout
Edge Histogram
SIFT

II
0.61
0.56
0.69
0.55
0.13
0.38
0.22
0.42

III
0.77
0.76
0.75
0.46
0.46
0.54
0.34
0.51

IV
0.67
0.68
0.66
0.47
0.45
0.51
0.35
0.58

V:1
0.82
0.68
0.68
0.67
0.50
0.47
0.24
0.30

V:2
0.58
0.45
0.31
0.26
0.13
0.22
0.26
0.30

(α)
(δ)
(ε)
(ζ)
(η)
(θ)
(ι)

Proposed method
N/C ratio
Color Histogram
DCT
DWT
Color Layout
Edge Histogram
SIFT

II
0.50
0.49
0.41
0.48
0.23
0.26
0.37
0.32

III
0.80
0.81
0.79
0.52
0.60
0.58
0.34
0.46

IV
0.64
0.64
0.74
0.48
0.38
0.42
0.34
0.61

V:1
0.90
0.73
0.62
0.70
0.51
0.47
0.24
0.30

V:2
0.57
0.44
0.21
0.26
0.08
0.22
0.18
0.19

Precision, Recall (%)
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Recall (Filtering)
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Recall
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10
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Number of retrieval images

Fig. 10: Results of image retrieval using filtering based on relevance
feedback method. The upper one is the results by Doctor X and the
bottom one is by Doctor Y.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new retrieval method for
similar biopsy images based on local medical features. In
the proposed method, we determine medical features,
which are based on local structures of nuclei and glands.
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[5]
(q)

[6]

(a-1)

(a-2)

(a-3)

(b-1)

(b-2)

(b-3)

(a-4)

(b-4)

[7]

(a-5)

[8]

(b-5)

Fig. 11: Example of result of retrieval using filtering based on
relevant feedback. (q) is a query image. (a-1) to (a-5) are the results
of retrieval using filtering, (b-1) to (b-5) are the results of retrieval
without filtering. The number (1-5) is retrieval sequence.

[9]

Subsequently, we calculate distributions of these local
medical features for biopsy images. These features are
invariant to position and rotation and are also capable of
identifying similar biopsy images even if certain differences exist in the alignment of cells or the structures of
glands. Next, we apply a post filtering method in order to
improve the accuracy of the top rank in search results. For
the retrieval, we choose a past query image from the database that is most similar to the current query image using
the reconstructed feature spaces of the current query image.
We eliminate images that are dissimilar to the query image
from the retrieval results based on the feedback of pathologists. This method can improve the accuracy of retrieval.
The proposed method can be applied to other digestive
organs such as the colon, small intestine and duodenum,
etc. There are many similarities in these digestive organs
from a medical perspective.
Our method is based on the N/C ratio and the features of
glands. However, pathologists diagnose all the features of
images, i.e., they also consider things from other medical
perspectives. To improve the retrieval accuracy and deal
with many types of biopsy images, other features are to be
investigated for inclusion.
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Background

analysis, image analysis algorithm development,
multispectral whole slide imaging research, 3D imaging,
multilayer cytology, fluorescence and so on. The
storage server is Quad-Core-2.33 GHz Zeon Processors,
18GB of memory, and 5TB SAS RAID array; OS is
Windows 2003 server. Four types of WSI Server
software run on the storage server machine. All scanners
are connected to the storage server by 1 GB through the
network switcher. The storage server is connected to the
institution network by 4GB + 1GB through the network
switcher. This prevents slowdown between the scanner
and the storage server during scanning. Recently a 5 TB
Network Hard Drive was added to optimize storage
capability.

Whole slide imaging (WSI) is entering the mainstream
of Digital Pathology. Because it will be a key factor in
determining the future direction of Digital Pathology, all
aspects of WSI must be studied.. Many articles on
scanning and display methods have been published,
dealing with issues of image quality, clinical
implementation, standardization, etc. However, there
have been relatively few studies of network, system and
data structure. IT technologies such as computer
performance and operating systems are improving daily;
at the same time, network security rules within
institutions are becoming daily more complex. These
factors make it more difficult to design an optimized
WSI system and network for both internal and external
use. In addition, the data structure of the WSI
application, including 3D reconstruction, multilayer
structure observation and multispectral imaging, has
become more complex, with the result that WSI is now
similar in concept to “series” of radiological images.
Soon WSI will require a new type of data format.
In this paper, we discuss our primary findings on
network, system structure, and WSI viewer performance,
in order to provide information which might be useful to
other institutions in building their own WSI network.
Methods and Materials

Figure 1

Materials:

Figure 1 shows the system structure in the Lab.

Four different types of WSI scanners were installed in
the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) Imaging
Laboratory. Each scanner has a different system
structure and a different data format over the internet or
intranet. Most pathologists at MGH use very similar PC
specifications: the OS is generally Microsoft Windows
XP Professional version 2002 Service Pack 3 and CPU
is Intel Core 2 CPI 6300 1.86GHz with 1GB of RAM.
Some of the PCs have 2GB of RAM.

In this setting, we examined network and GUI
performance for different purposes under varying
conditions. All viewers were simple, open HTTP
message interface, to enable client software to
incrementally access image information and data views
from virtual slides.
Methods:
The following uses were tested:

The network bandwidth in each office is either 0MB/s,
100MB/s or 1GB/s, although 1GB/s is very rare. The
MGH Imaging Lab has over 5TB of WSI library
scanned, with multiple scanners for multiple purposes.
The images are used for education, conferences, image

Two of the MGH Pathology Department’s configured
PCs were used as client PCs.
Client PC1: 10MB/s network connection, 2GB Memory
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Table 2. JPEG 2000, Image size 24GB, file size 1.6.GB

Client PC2: 100 MB/s network connection, 1GB
Memory
All viewers were an open HTTP message interface to
enable client software to incrementally access image
information and view data from virtual slides.
Images were located in the storage server, in the Imaging
Lab’s network storage and on three outside servers.
Applications were for basic view, 3D reconstruction, and
multilayer (9 layers).

a, C1
30
7
3
3
2
24
27

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

One of the four WSI systems used JPEG2000 as the
compression algorithm. The other three used JPEG.
View size for all was 1280x1024 pixels.

Table 3. 3D reconstruction: 100 of 500-600 MB/file, each image size
3.5 GB.

Load all images
Complete reconstruction

1. Basic viewer
The time to data completion was measured at seven
conditions. All data were an average of three
measurements.
1. open an image, 2. change to 40x view, 3,4,5. change
the coordinates of current view. 6. change to 5x, 7.
change to 1.25x

4. Multilayer
Results

Table 1
1.1. Image 1: image size is 18GB, file size is 667M

b, A
2
1
1
1
1
2
7

Discussion

b, B
3
1
1
1
1
2
7

Our findings were quite interesting.





1.2. Image 2: image size 39.7GB. file size 2.2GB

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

a, A
7
4
3
2
3
3
15

a, B
6
4
2
2
2
3
10

b, A
2
1
1
1
1
2
7

b, B
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1

*1. open an image, 2. change to 40x view, 3,4,5. change the
coordinates of current view. 6. change to 5x, 7. change to 1.25x. a.
Client PC was 10MB/s with 2GB Memory, b. client PC was 100MB/s
with 1GB memory, A. Image in Network hard drive B image was in
the hard drive of storage server, C1-C3. image was the server outside
MGH the unit of the data was second

Tables 1-4 show the results of the study. Table 1 shows
the time taken (seconds) to complete the data transfer of
basic viewing function at seven different conditions.

a, B
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
7

b, B
66
126

a, A
a, B
b, A
1
15
15
<1
2
3
7
<1
3
1
1
<1
4
1
2
<1
5
1
2
<1
6
5
7
<1
7
2
2
<1
Change Layer 1/layer 1-1.5/layer <1

3. 3D reconstruction
100 serial sections of WSI were used. The time to
complete the 3D model was measured.

a, A
3
2
1.5
2
2
3
9

a, B
86
250

Table 4. Multilayer
A Cytology specimen of nine layers WSI was used. [and ease of
viewing at the different focus plane was assessed.]
Size of specimen: 10mm2, file size 2.56GB, Image size 105GB

2. JPEG 2000 performance measurement

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

b, C1
31
16
9
9
10
55
62

b, B a, C2 b, C2
2
7
11
1
7
7
1
3
2
1
3
3
1
3
3
2
7
6
7
4
4
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The amount of computer memory is more
important than network speed when images are
accessed externally via the internet. Computer
memory is also more important when images
are accessed with JEPG2000
Network speed is more important when images
are accessed locally through the intranet.
On some of the viewers it took more than three
minutes for the images to load when accessed
from an outside server via the internet, an
unreasonable amount of time for any user to
wait.
An external hard drive could be useful.
However, the particular network conjunctions
still might affect the speed at which images
could be accessed.

Journal of eHealth Technology and Application Vol.8, No.2

Our network conditions are not yet ideal for many
reasons, including budgetary constraints, institutional
policy, etc. We built our own WSI network/server
system without the support of internal network
specialists. The data we have been collecting will be
very useful when we begin planning upgrades to our
WSI network/server with out network specialist.
Conclusion
Many more of our stored images will be accessible
externally in the near future, and we will continue
investigating network, storage and data format issues. In
the meantime, it is clear that successful implementation
of WSI for multiple uses depends on more than the
scanner itself, and that all network and storage
components must be studied and evaluated.
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Abstract— Virtual microscopy is the process of digitally

microscopy is revolutionizing the teaching of histology,
pathology and other related disciplines. Furthermore,
recent innovations in image compression and delivery
over the Web make it an ideal tool for teaching at a
distance and for the practice of telemedicine. With virtual
microscopy, resources can be shared with other students
worldwide.
Unlike traditional light microscopy, virtual images of
an entire histopathologic specimen can be viewed on a
monitor and allow multiple viewers to see the images
simultaneously at different locations. Aside from equal
access by every student, this promotes a collaborative
environment and enhances discussion and learning.
Images can also be viewed anywhere thus maximizing a
student’s study time. Moreover, digitized images can be
archived on a network server and can be shared with other
schools especially those areas with low access. Unique or
rare medical cases can be shared with hospitals and
schools where these types of cases are rarely encountered.
Lastly, virtual microscopy will allow medical schools to
avoid the cost of purchasing and maintaining optical
microscopes and glass slide collections. This allows them
to allocate the funds for other uses [1].
In 2005, Fontelo, et. al evaluated the diagnostic
accuracy of a virtual microscopy set-up using surgical
pathology specimens in a university hospital setting. In
their paper, the authors discussed the potential application
of this technology in augmenting medical education and
telemedicine in low-resource countries [1]. The main
objective of our present project was to demonstrate this
collaborative approach of developing a virtual slide
collection using the institution’s own glass slide collection
and making it available on the Internet for teaching. The
project was done as a collaborative project between the
Department of Pathology, University of the Philippines
College of Medicine (UPCM) in Manila and the Office of
High Performance Computing and Communications,
National Library of Medicine (NLM). The glass slides,
part of the current first and second year pathology course
teaching set, were sent by courier then digitized at the
NLM. The virtual slides are hosted in a Web server at the
National Library of Medicine.

acquiring microscopic glass slides. The product, a “virtual
slide”, becomes a digital representation of the microscopic
glass slide. Virtual microscopy is an inevitable and expected
technological development in the teaching of histopathology
in medical schools. However, for medical schools in
low-resource countries with developing economies, this
advancement might prove difficult and trying especially
with their limited resources. One way to address this
problem is to form collaborative projects with educational
institutions in developed countries. Medical schools in the
developed countries in turn can expand their virtual image
collection by augmenting it with histopathologic slides from
developing countries. We demonstrate this collaborative
approach of developing a virtual slide collection using an
institution’s own glass slide collection and making it
available on the Internet for teaching.
Index Terms—Virtual microscopy, virtual slide, digital
pathology, digital image.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning, medical histology and pathology
have been part of the medical curriculum worldwide.
Traditionally, these courses are taught using a set of
microscopic glass slides viewed under the optical
microscope. In an ideal situation, students have their own
individual microscope and they are available anytime of
the day. Sadly, in developing countries, the cost of
acquiring and maintaining light microscopes and
constantly replacing broken slides is high. Depending on a
medical school’s resources, medical students may have
their own microscope or they may have to share it with
one or more students. Sharing microscopes and using
poorly maintained equipment does not lead to an optimal
learning environment.
Virtual microscopy is the process of digitally acquiring
microscopic glass slides. The product, a “virtual slide”,
becomes a digital representation of the microscopic glass
slide. A virtual microscope simulates the experience of
examining a glass slide under a light microscope [1], [2].
With advances in image acquisition and storage, virtual
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II. METHODS
A. Slide Acquisition
Pathology teaching glass slides, stained with
hematoxylin and eosin stains were selected for
digitization and were sent to the study proponents at the
National Library of Medicine. All patient information was
removed from the glass slides.
B. Slide Scanning
Each glass slide was cleaned and prepared for scanning.
Image acquisition was done using the Aperio ScanScope
T3 Slide Scanning System [3]. This scanning system can
digitize an entire microscope glass slides at gigapixel
resolution, producing true-color, seamless virtual slide
images. Five slides can be loaded simultaneously. Digital
images produced by the scan system were recorded in a
lossless compression format, the Tagged Image File
Format (tiff) with a ScanScope Virtual Slide (.svs)
extension.

Fig 1. Screenshot of a scanning view of a virtual slide.

interface to augment teaching to their medical students
and residents (Figure 3). Evaluation of the program

C. Image Digitization and Web Rendering
Using the Aperio Digital Slide Studio, each .svs image
file was compressed to the Joint Photographic Experts
Group (jpeg) format [4]. The software integrates flexible
image adjustment and export capabilities with digital slide
viewing. Software functions include zoom, crop, rotate,
scale, adjust brightness and contrast, apply digital filters,
add/delete, thumbnail and label images, and recompress
images into other common file formats.
Each JPEG file was then processed using Zoomify, a
tool to make images 'zoomable' [5]. Zoomify processes an
image by “slicing” it into many high quality pieces or tiles.
The application performs this action on many versions of
the image, each at a different resolution, resulting in a
pyramid of tiles that can be used to navigate and view any
part of the image at any “magnification” level. Web
viewing is fast and interactive and no special software is
needed as Zoomify uses JPEG, HTML, and a Flash
plug-in as the Web 'viewer' [5].
A Web browser interface was developed using PHP and
MySQL. Clicking on each of the link in the interface will
show the respective virtual image (Figure 1). Images can
be viewed in higher magnification just by clicking on an
area in the image (Figure 2). Images can be panned in all
directions by hold-clicking the image and moving the
mouse to the desired direction. A thumbnail image next to
the large image provides navigation landmarks to orient
the user. This simulates viewing the glass slides under a
light microscope. Instructions are provided in the index
page and navigation buttons are included in the image
frames.

Fig 2. Screenshot of a magnified view of a virtual slide.

included ease of use of the interface, quality of the images,
and Web access and its limitation. Both educators and
students provided feedback on the usability of the
program in their medical training.

III. RESULTS
After necessary approvals from the regulatory board of
the Philippine General Hospital, the teaching hospital of

Fig 3. A Pathology instructor in the Department of Pathology,
University of the Philippines College of Medicine using the virtual
slide collection to discuss clinical cases with medical students and
residents

D. Educator/Student Evaluation
The Department of Pathology of the University of the
Philippines Manila, College of Medicine used the

the University of the Philippines Manila College of
Medicine, Department of Pathology, 20 histopathologic
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glass sides were shipped to the National Library of
Medicine for inclusion in the project. Each glass slide was
part of the teaching collection in histopathology of the
department and is similar to the set of slides that are
loaned to the students at the start of the school year.
Digital images produced by the scanning system were
recorded in the Tagged Image File Format (tiff) with a
ScanScope Virtual Slide (.svs) extension. Final file size
ranged from 23 megabytes to 560 megabytes with an
average size of 341 megabytes.
Department of Pathology instructors and professors
from the University of the Philippines Manila College of
Medicine accessed the Web interface to augment their
teaching materials to medical students and hospital
residents. Using a desktop or laptop computer connected
to the Internet, they projected the virtual slides and
demonstrated to the students how the entire experience of
using a light microscope can be simulated using the virtual
microscope.
A formal evaluation using satisfaction surveys is
currently being undertaken. Initial feedback shows that
faculty members and students rate the technology highly.
One issue shared by the teachers concerned the
inadequacy of the present school system’s Internet set-up
and speed to load the images in a timely fashion.
Pathology teaching glass slides, stained with
hematoxylin and eosin stains were selected for
digitization and were sent to the study proponents at the
National Library of Medicine. All patient information was
removed from the glass slides.

E. Ducut, et al.

decrease magnification and simulate changing the
resolutions in a light microscope [7].
Virtual microscopy offers a unique set of advantages
over traditional light microscopy. Virtual slides always
remain in focus, with ideal condenser and light settings,
thus decreasing student effort and some of the frustrations
in operating a real light microscope [8]. Even at higher
magnifications, students are able to maintain orientation
with respect to the entire histopathologic specimen. Since
students have access to the same set of slides, student
complaints that their set of glass slides are not as good as
those of a fellow student is eliminated completely [9].
Unlike traditional light microscopy, virtual images of
an entire histopathologic specimen can be viewed on a
monitor and allow multiple viewers to see the images at
the same time. And since virtual images can be viewed
simultaneously by several students, discussion of the
structures of interest in the virtual slides is facilitated and
questions can be easily addressed by both the teacher and
the students [1]. An instructor’s time is used more
efficiently – instead of shuttling between student to
student to look at the microscope, the entire class or group
can view the image simultaneously. Questions are
answered for all to hear and learning is enhanced. This
promotes a collaborative environment and promotes
discussion.
Virtual images may be standardized and archived for
instruction, performance evaluation and research. Faculty
members appreciate the ease of using the virtual slides for
examinations [9].
Digital images can also be viewed anywhere and
anytime thus augmenting a student’s individual study time.
This approach can allow a decrease in the faculty to
student ratio in the laboratory without compromising
educational experience of the medical students [9].
Virtual microscopy provides the ability to increase the
number of virtual slides in any medical school’s collection
by sharing digital images with other institutions [9].
Digitized images can be archived on a network server and
can be shared to other schools especially those with low
access to resources. Unique or rare medical cases can be
shared to rural hospitals and schools who normally would
not see such cases [1].
Some students are reportedly hesitant to use
microscope glass slides for fear of breaking them and
incurring replacement costs [7]. With virtual microscopy,
the cost of maintaining a collection of glass slides for each
of the medical students is thus eliminated. Virtual
microscopy also allows medical schools to avoid the cost
of purchasing and maintaining the traditional microscopes
and encourage them to allocate the funds for other
pressing matters. Lastly, physical space will no longer be
as essential to store light microscopes and glass slide
collections [7].
In several reports, medical educators and students have
rated virtual microscopy very high in terms of its
effectiveness for learning. A large majority of students
indicate that they prefer learning via a virtual microscope

IV. DISCUSSION
The curriculum of medical schools worldwide has
undergone significant changes in the past few years.
These changes have focused on reducing teacher-student
contact hours to decompress crowded programs,
increasing emphasis on independent learning, and
development of interpersonal and problem solving skills.
In this changed environment, many strategies have been
employed to improve student experience in learning.
Current modes of medical instruction utilize
student-centered experiential learning, research reflection
and collaborative activities [6].
With significant technological developments in
computing, recent trends in medical education have been
to incorporate computers into both instruction and
independent study. One of these trends is to shift from the
use of glass slides to virtual microscopy images. Whereas
before, students were loaned a collection of glass slides
that they reviewed under a light microscope, guided by
their textbook atlas and augmented by their teacher’s
lecture, developments in image acquisition and
digitization have allowed medical schools to develop a
collection of virtual images that students can access on
their own or as a group. Mimicking the experience of
using a light microscope, these virtual images can be
scanned by moving the computer mouse to the direction
they wish to pan. Clicking on the images can increase or
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to the light microscope [6], [7]. Reports also showed that
virtual microscopy improved the difference between the
students’ pre- and post-laboratory test scores and has
augmented student learning efficiency by reducing the
amount of time spent on laboratory sessions. These
emphasize the fact that virtual microscopy can be a viable
addition to, if not a potential replacement for, real light
microscopes and glass slides in teaching histopathology
[8].

trying especially with their limited resources. One way to
address this problem is to form collaborative projects with
educational institutions in developed countries. Medical
schools in the developed countries in turn can expand their
virtual image collection by augmenting it with
histopathologic slides from developing countries. Our
project was able to demonstrate this concept is very much
feasible and in the long run will prove beneficial for both
parties.

Faculty members with extensive previous experience
using the light microscope were interviewed and asked if
they prefer teaching with the light microscope or virtual
microscope. Nearly all of them indicated a strong
preference for using the virtual images.7 They reported
that the capability to simultaneously view a virtual image
on a single computer monitor to discuss structures of
interest is a distinct advantage of virtual microscopy and
significantly
increases
teaching
efficiency
in
histolopathology laboratories. They are also pleasantly
surprised to find evidence of active and independent
student learning, as well as the extent to which the
students were open to undertake collaborative group work
[6].
Unfortunately, medical schools in low resource
countries with developing economies still have to adopt
this new technology. The high initial cost to procure and
maintain the scanner prohibits medical schools with
limited resources to transition from using light
microscopes and glass slides to virtual microscopy. One
way to circumvent this obstacle is to form collaborations
with learning institutions in developed countries. Most
institutions might be willing to work on a project with
other schools especially if it would also add to their own
collection of virtual images. Schools with limited
resources in turn would receive the same content for
teaching as their counterparts in developed countries.
The Department of Pathology of the University of the
Philippines Manila College of Medicine used the virtual
library created to supplement the teaching of pathology to
its students and the residents of the Philippine General
Hospital, its teaching hospital. Though a formal
evaluation is still forthcoming, initial feedback among
faculty and student are very favorable. One problem
mentioned by the educators concerned the inadequacy of
the present school system’s Internet set-up and speed to
load the images in timely fashion. One suggestion made to
address this problem is to archive the virtual images to a
local intranet server.
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